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INTRODUCTION
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[ 1.1 MANDATE ]
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As laid out in the terms of reference, plaYce’s mandate is to draw on 
precedents and the input of key local stakeholders to identify and 
develop a Public Spaces Enhancement Plan (PSEP) for the area of 
Wellington West.

The selection and design of specific interventions is to be undertaken in 
accordance with the client’s goals:
 

• To strengthen Wellington West as the premier shopping, 
business, artistic, cultural, and entertainment destination in 
Ottawa’s west end; and, 

• To contribute to the livability of the communities of Hintonburg 
and Wellington Village

1. GATEWAYS

2. MAPS

3. SIGNAGE



[ 1.2 SITE CONTEXT ]
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Figure 1: Wellington West boundaries



Wellington West stretches from Island Park Drive in the west to the 
Somerset Bridge in the east. It is centred on Wellington Street West, 
one of Ottawa’s oldest roads, dating back to 1818 when it was first 
constructed as Richmond Road. The area was mostly used for farms 
and villas up until 1880 when a commercial hub developed at Parkdale 
Avenue and grew to become the current neighbourhood of Hintonburg. 
Wellington Village began its major transformations in 1920, a little later 
than Hintonburg.

Wellington West is now a diverse and vibrant commercial corridor that is 
experiencing unprecedented growth.  There are three distinct precincts 
within Wellington West, each with unique challenges and opportunities:

Wellington Village:  While the whole of Wellington West is 
experiencing rapid gentrification as a result of the relative affordability 
of housing, growth in the western end is being driven by high density 
condominium developments spilling over from neighbouring areas.  
This may be the reason why Wellington Village is often mistaken for its 
neighbour, Westboro Village.

Parkdale:  A small central area featuring a well-regarded market and 
the hub of the arts district, Parkdale is challenged by illegal heavy truck 
traffic that deters pedestrians and impedes consumer use.

Hintonburg:  Home to an active arts scene and a large residential 
population, this area has successfully overcome many crime and safety 
issues over the past decade.  As with the rest of Wellington West, prices 
are rapidly climbing and the community appears to be having a hard 
time keeping up with the need for additional amenities.
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While each precinct has its own history and character, Wellington West 
as a whole contains many overarching similarities.  The area has a 
traditional urban form throughout with relatively small lots, consistent 
street frontages, and low- to medium-density residential buildings.  
The population tends to be young adults and seniors, although the 
affordability of homes is attracting more young families to the area.  
Over half of commute trips by Wellington West residents are made by 
active transportation with twice the number of pedestrians and cyclists 
than the city average.

Figure 2: Three precincts of Wellington 



Demographic Snapshot
The character of a community can be revealed through a key 
demographic analysis. The following information highlights a number 
of variables that help describe Wellington West. Please note that at the 
time of submission, income and education information from the 2011 
census have not yet been released by Census Canada. Therefore, we 
have left these statistics out as we felt that data from 6 years ago would 
not accurately represent the area today, which has undergone many 
changes in recent years.

As of 2011, Wellington West has experienced significant growth in 
population. Today, the area includes 15,785 people, which is up from 
12,900 people in 2006; an increase of over 22%. In contrast, the 
population of Ottawa only increased by 8% for a total of 883,390 people.  
The gender breakdown of this area is 51% female and 49% male, which 
is very comparable to the City of Ottawa as a whole; 51.5% female and 
48.5% male. The vast majority of people fall into the age group of 15-64 
(82%), with under 14 following at 10%.

Built Environment
There are 5585 dwellings in the area. The three most prominent 
dwelling types are single-family dwellings (30%), walkup 
apartments that are less than five storeys (25%), and high rise 
apartments that are five storeys and up (20%). However, from 
current trends we forecast a significant rise in both population 
and “five storeys and up apartment” dwelling types. This is in 
part due to the two projects planned for the eastern edge of 
Hintonburg: the first being a 23-storey high rise (yet to be 
named) and the other being The Eddy (6 storeys tall).

The Wellington Street West Community Design Plan identifies 
four parks within Wellington West, of which only Somerset 
Square is directly visible and accessible from the main street. 
In addition, the plan states that “the community is adequately 
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served by the number, size and location of the parks” but also notes 
that most of these parks are located in the Hintonburg neighbourhood. 
Key areas for park improvement are signage, awareness, lighting, safety, 
linkage and access.

Wellington West is well situated in terms of transportation networks.  It 
is possible to reach the rest of the city by a variety of transportation 
options. The Tunney’s Pasture transit station services 68 different bus 
lines and the Bayview Transitway Station provides access to the O-Train. 
In addition, a number of bus routes serve the area locally, such as 
the number 2 and the number 14, both of which travel to downtown 
Ottawa. With the recent sidewalk widening and addition of sharrows, 
Wellington West is welcoming more cyclists and pedestrians. However, 
the intersections at Parkdale and Holland remain quite hazardous for 
cycling or walking, and heavy traffic congestion at peak hours poses 
problems for all modes of transport.

Figure 3: Land-Use Map for Wellington West



Commercial Mix
Upon approval of plaYce’s proposal, our team conducted a preliminary 
business analysis of Wellington West using the directory of businesses 
provided by Wellington West’s website. The purpose of this exercise was 
to get a sense of the current goods and services offered and identify any 
gaps. In addition, it allows us to identify what makes Wellington West 
such a unique destination for dining and shopping. 

Within the Wellington West Business Improvement Area, the business 
community is composed almost exclusively of small, private businesses, 
and there is a desire to maintain this situation. There are approximately 
400 businesses. Of these, retail makes up the majority with 48%. Notably, 
services makes up 27% of businesses (Figure 4), a large number of which 
are innovation-based (i.e. architecture firms, media, etc). While these 
businesses provide valuable jobs to the area, they do not have much 
of an effect in attracting visitors to the area. Another finding pertains to 
restaurants. Anecdotal evidence revealed a perception that Wellington 
West has far too many restaurants, when in reality restaurants make up 
only 12% of businesses. This perception should be changed in an effort 
to attract the widest variety of consumer.
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Figure 4: West Wellington Commercial Market Analysis
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[ 1.3 EXISTING PLANS AND POLICIES ]
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• Fostering a responsible and responsive city, that promotes 
the integration of planning for both land use and transportation 
and ensures that neighbourhoods are developed in a sustainable 
manner; and

• Building a healthy and active city, that ensures barrier-free       
access to community services and facilities, and develops a  net-
work of parks and recreational paths that create opportunities for 
more healthy lifestyles.

The Official Plan also outlines planning policies that actively encourage land 
use intensification within existing urban areas. Section 2.2.3 of the Official 
Plan outlines a set of policies that encourage intensification within the 
General Urban Area in the following cases:

a. If land is within 600 metres of future or existing rapid transit  
stations and there is the potential for compact and mixed-use 
development

b. If land is no longer viable for its intended purpose, such as old 
industrial areas

c. Lands where present uses are maintained but can be 
complementary to new residential uses

d. Lands currently being used for parking or storage
e. Lands where there is contamination but that can be cleaned and 

developed

The distinct characters of Wellington Village, Parkdale and Hintonburg 
meets one or more of the above criteria. This further increases the feasibility 
of plaYce’s PSEP and ensures that the plan will be supported by the City. In 
locations that meet the above criteria, the City is willing to promote mixed-
use, compact development by:

a. Investigating financial incentives for residential development and mixed-
use projects

b. Reviewing the use of city owned land to facilitate compact development

As a result of being one of the fastest growing neighbourhoods in the 
City, Wellington West has been the focus of a large number of studies, 
consultations and plans. The following documents have provided valuable 
information on the direction in which the area is heading and what the 
changing demographic would like to see in their future.  Developing 
our design strategies within the following frameworks is important to 
gaining community and political support, and to facilitating successful 
implementation of the final PSEP.  This section provides a summary of the 
key documents:

Ottawa 20/20 Official Plan
Produced by the City of Ottawa in 2003, the fundamental objectives of 
the Official Plan complement the opportunities we have observed in 
Wellington West. It encourages the building of diverse, compact and 
complete communities. The Official Plan has designated Wellington Street 
West as a Traditional Main Street, the objective of which is to “reinforce 
a lively, concentrated mix of uses and a pedestrian environment with a 
design-oriented focus on development.” Guiding principles include:

• Creating a caring inclusive city, which ensures citizens have   
access to basic amenities such as food and affordable housing

• Cultivating a creative city, rich in heritage and unique in       
identity, that provides a variety of amenities, including local arts 
and culture;

• Developing a green and environmentally sensitive city, 
which provides a network of parks, promotes active transportation, 
and contains new development within the Greenbelt;

• Supporting a city of distinct, livable communities, where    
neighbourhoods “look right and feel right”, where there is a 
variety of housing and employment opportunities, and where 
services and amenities are clustered and easily accessible;

• Promoting an innovative city where prosperity is shared 
among all, with a mix of commercial goods and services that are 
dispersed throughout the city;
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joint-meetings with the NPI and 
Wellington Street Road Recon-
struction project The two areas 
of focus for the CDP included:

• General mainstreet 
scale and character de-
sign policies  applica-
ble to Wellington Street 
West

• Specific design policies 
for areas requiring a lo-
calized approach given 
unique circumstances 
outside the guidance of 
the general mainstreet 
design policies 

General Mainstreet Policies:
• Maximum building heights for new construction within the Tra-

ditional Mainstreet of six storeys or 20 metres except where spe-
cific design policies are applicable.

• New construction over four storeys within the Traditional Main-
street and Mixed-Use Centre must incorporate a two to   three 
storey base that is compatible with the existing low-rise,     
human-scale buildings.

• New construction should be integrated with the existing build-
ing fabric by demonstrating how scale and detail elements of 
traditional narrow-lot low-rise buildings have been incorpo-
rated into the harmonized design of new buildings.

• Additional sidewalk and plaza space will be considered by the 
City of Ottawa through increased at-grade setbacks for new 
developments, or sidewalk widenings during alterations to 
street geometry.

c. Considering a reduction of the amount of land required for 
parking

d. Building partnerships to redevelop residential and commercial 
projects above transit stations

e. Negotiating an increase in density in exchange for public 
amenities

The Ottawa 20/20 Official Plan also goes into great detail about principles 
for good community design including: high-quality housing, employment 
opportunities, plenty of green space, and a sense of culture and identity. 
Emphasis is placed on ensuring that development is compatible with 
existing neighbourhoods, and that new projects enhance the local sense 
of identity. The design principles also encourage site developments that 
are accessible and easy to move through. Furthermore, new buildings 
and public spaces should be adaptable so that they can evolve as uses 
and needs change over time.  

Wellington Street West Community Design Plan

The Wellington Street West CDP was the result of a collaboration spear-
headed by the Neighbourhood Planning Initiative (NPI), together with 
the Hintonburg/West Wellington/Mechanicsville Neighbourhood 
Plan and the Wellington Street Reconstruction project.  It was sup-
ported by extensive public consultation including: four public open hous-
es, 14 meetings for CDP exclusive issues, three site visits, and a further 35 

Figure 5: Designations according to Official Plan

Figure 6: Community Consultation in 
Progress



• Increase awareness, integration with other modes, user-
friendliness, and service levels

• Encourage active transportation in communities through 
education, promotion, and improvement of facilities and 
connections

• Identify and facilitate year-round use of integrated pedestrian/
cycle networks, especially to transit nodes and between 
communities

• Develop multi-use paths for walking, cycling and other active 
modes, especially to rapid transit

Ottawa Light Rail Transit Plan

Ottawa’s Light Rail Transit (OLRT) project began in January 2007 with 
the Mayor’s Task Force on Transportation, chaired by The Honourable 
David Collenette, PC. Construction of the OLRT project is anticipated 
to begin in early 2013 and the system is expected to enter full revenue 
service in spring 2018. It will result in the opening of 13 stations, 2 of 
which (Tunney’s Pasture Station and Bayview Station) will be located 
in close proximity to Wellington West. This, in combination with the 
redevelopment of Tunney’s Pasture, is expected to greatly increase the 
number of people in the neighbourhood. 

Area-Specific Policies:
These policies included design guidelines for specific addresses and 
streets in the areas designated as West Wellington, Parkdale, McCormick 
Park, and Somerset Square.  Of specific note with relation to the 
recommendations of this Public Space Enhancement Plan is the text of 
Policy 11.3.3.5:

“Gateway architecture and signage
5. Architectural and other visual features shall be introduced in 
new developments that mark arrival at the Parkdale and Holland 
Avenue gateways to the Wellington Street West community.”

The Wellington Street West CDP, the implementing Secondary Plan, and 
necessary Zoning By-law amendments were approved on April 26, 2011 
and adopted in full on May 25, 2011.

Ottawa Transportation Master Plan (2008)
The Ottawa Transportation Master Plan identifies transportation 
facilities and services that the City will implement by 2031 to serve a 
projected population of 1.14 million people. It supports the Ottawa 20/20 
growth management strategy, and sets direction for the City’s day-to-
day transportation programs. The Transportation Master Plan’s Rapid 
Transit Network identifies Scott Street and Holland Avenue as having a 
Light Rail Transit Station by 2031, with Holland Avenue being designated 
as a transit priority lane.  Interestingly, Holland Avenue is the only 
designated truck route in Wellington West although Parkdale Avenue 
also experiences heavy truck traffic. The Transportation Master Plan also 
supports the aim of Wellington West to further push the modal share of 
active transportation by making walking and cycling safe, attractive and 
accessible to all residents and visitors. The key principles outlined with 
regard to active transportation are:

• Prioritize development of BRT and LRT
• Reduce free parking at key destinations
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Figure 7: OLRT, Tunney’s Pasture to Blair Station



While this further encourages vitality along the commercial corridor, it 
also means that this increased number of visitors and residents need to 
be accommodated in terms of public amenities. Presentations have been 
made to various committees, such as the Arts, Heritage and Culture 
Advisory Committee, the Pedestrian & Transit and Roads & Cycling 
Advisory Committees, and the Joint Accessibility Advisory and Seniors 
Advisory Committees, outlining design guidelines and signatures of 
LRT stations, and identifying objectives to reflect the Ottawa context 
and incorporate public art. The many benefits that will be provided 
by construction and implementation of the OLRT project, including 
environmental benefits, a transformed downtown, and a positive return on 
investment have been noted.

Other documents we have reviewed to better inform us as we prepare a 
PSEP are:

•    Wellington West BIA Project
•    Hintonburg and Mechanicsville Neighbourhood Plan
•    Hintonburg Development Watch
•    Parkdale Avenue Corridor Plan
•    Parkdale Corridor Presentation
•    Marco Polo Urban Village Report
•    Streetscape and Facade Design Guidelines
•    Ontario Coroner’s Report on Pedestrian Death
•    Urban Green Space Reclamation Report
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implemented yet, but it is useful to look at the objectives being pursued 
and how they will be achieved. The BIA hopes to:

•	 Create unique, urban experiences by closing sections 
of King Street for frequent, small events; growing the cafe/
patio culture through business friendly policies; and, exploring 
opportunities to develop a winter ‘festival of lights’ program

•	 Significantly	 grow	 foot	 traffic	 after	 5pm	 and	 on	
weekends	 by fostering new, small scale events after 5pm, 
including grassroots/ community-driven events and exploring 
options for creating wifi hotspots

•	 Attract unique stores and restaurants by considering 
policies and zoning bylaws that focus destination retail uses on 
King Street and exploring partnerships that enable artists and 
entrepreneurs to rent vacant retail space

•	 Enhance the physical experience by planning for the 
conversion of small, underutilized parkettes into creatively 
designed, funky spaces; implementing a sophisticated street 
furnishing program for King Street within the Market District; 
and,  working with landowners to facilitate infill development 
of vacant lots.

 
This project provides a good sense of the kind and scale of interventions 
required to bring vitality to a main street. We also looked at more specific 
interventions as described further on. 

In order to build upon the economic success of Wellington Street West 
by enhancing its public spaces and making it a cohesive neighbourhood 
with a strong identity, we have examined another well-crafted mainstreet 
enhancement plan and a number of successful public spaces that faced 
similar challenges and responded in an appropriate manner to create 
a positive sense of place. As outlined above, each of the precincts of 
Wellington Village, Parkdale and Hintonburg face very unique challenges 
with their rapid development and require well thought-out and sensitive 
interventions.

Downtown Kitchener Public Spaces Enhancement Plan

The enhancement plan we examined was by the City of Kitchener 
(Appendix B). While the area of intervention is larger than Wellington 
West, the Downtown Kitchener BIA also has the aim to introduce new 
energy and momentum into the area as they prepare for the arrival 
of Light Rail Transit, while keeping in mind new and longstanding 
businesses, strong neighbourhood associations and the numerous arts 
and cultural organizations. Similar to Wellington West, there are four 
distinct districts with a kilometre of an important mainstreet, King Street, 
running through three of the precincts.  The plan has not been fully 

[ 1.4 PRECEDENTS ]
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Figure 8: Downtown Kitchener BIA Precincts

Figure 9: Downtown Kitchener nightlife



and chairs all come together to provide a welcoming new public space. 
While the seating is open to the public, it is also an effective marketing 
step for the fronting businesses. As a result, parklets are typically created 
through donations from members of the public and business owners, 
and volunteer services of local design firms and builders. Business 
owners whose stores are fronting the parklet agree to undertake regular 
maintenance while keeping the use of the parklet free for the public. 

Street Closures and Patios, Montreal
Street closures, whether temporary or permanent, can contribute to 
creating symbolic public spaces, increasing the number of people on 
the street, and enhancing the identity of an area. In our interviews, the 
City noted that temporary street closures were a definite possibility for 
Wellington Street West. 

Using Food to Create a Multi-Use Destination, Pearl 
Brewery District, San Antonio, Texas
Starting with a redevelopment project called the Pearl Brewery, San 
Antonio is a city that is structuring its neighbourhoods around food. 
The current vision for the Pearl Brewery site is of a vibrant urban district 
growing out from a culinary destination that brings people together 
around the celebration of local food and culture, and involves the local 
community in the running and management of the 22 acre multi-use 
campus. The city has initiated a number of programs that establish its 
identity as a food destination along with physical interventions that 
complement it. These include providing comfortable spaces to users, 
such as a plaza, for food consumption, cultivating edible gardens and 
cooking events. Anchored by the amenities and vibrancy of Pearl’s food 
and cultural attractions, the district is enjoying a population boom that 
would have been unimaginable just five years ago when it was mostly 
vacant industrial land. 

In the case of Wellington Street West, the scene has already been set 
given its rising popularity as a food destination and the increasing number 
of specialty businesses and restaurants. The challenge here is to make 
the food scene an intrinsic part of the experience of Wellington West 
by making it more visible in the public realm. Just some of the ways this 
can be done is by involving the community in edible garden programs 
and making the culinary experience more visible and appealing in public 
spaces.

Parklets, San Francisco
San Francisco’s ‘urban parklets’ repurpose two to three parking stalls 
along a block as a space for people to relax, drink a cup of coffee, and 
enjoy the city around them.
 
Parklets do this by building out a platform into the parking lane so that 
the grade of the sidewalk gets carried out into the parking lane. On the 
platform, benches, planters, landscaping, bike parking, and café tables 
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Figure 11:  Parklet facing businesses

Figure 10: Plan view of parklet



Street Art, Montreal/Ottawa

Montreal’s Plateau Mont-Royal has a successful program that is organized 
by the borough of Rosemont-La Petite-Patrie in which annual graffiti 
events are held at areas often targeted by graffiti vandalism. 

Ottawa also has a similar street art program, titled Paint it Up!, which is a 
partnership between the City and the Ottawa Police Services to prevent 
graffiti through the 4E model of “Eradication, Empowerment, Education 
and Enforcement”. In addition, it attempts to engage neighbourhoods 
and youth into a creative process to create murals and prevent graffiti. 
The program, only in its second year of existence, is administered through 
Crime Prevention Ottawa and funded by the City, which gives $50,000 
for 5-10 projects. Locations can include buildings (with the property 
owner’s consent), schools, or City of Ottawa owned infrastructure such as 
underpasses. This program is particularly interesting as Wellington West 
has a number of locations that would be ideal for such interventions.

Montréal is a good example of a city where l’art de flâner (the art of the 
leisurely stroll) is enjoyed. It has a number of pedestrian zones, some 
seasonal, others permanent. Many of these are areas, like Wellington 
West, have speciality boutiques and eateries; places where pedestrians, if 
given a chance, enjoy lingering in and making their own. One example is 
on Sainte-Catherine Street East, where every year from May to September, 
the street is closed to automobile traffic. The space becomes alive with art 
installations, street performers, a beach volleyball court, and an 
abundance of patios. Another successful example is in Chinatown where 
Clark Street is the district’s permanent pedestrian artery. This facilitates 
comfortable strolling to check out authentic shops, street merchants, 
and eateries.

‘Bring to Light’ Artistic Spectacle, Brooklyn’s Green-
point neighbourhood
This is a free public art event which aims to activate underutilized spaces, 
create imaginative outlets for civic engagement, and reconfigure public space 
to showcase possibilities for change. Occurring along the industrial waterfront 
of Brooklyn, small and often low-budget interventions succeed in completely 
transforming derelict spaces. Organizers advocate for increased public 
space accessibility on the Brooklyn waterfront, work to reinvigorate historic 
warehouse spaces for public programming, and seek to expand the audience 

for this contemporary art 
platform. 

While this is a yearly event 
where the entire landscape 
is transformed for a single 
night, it is a useful precedent 
that showcases the power 
of effective pieces of art and 
installations in revitalizing a 
dead space and acting as 
backdrops to further activities.
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Figure 12: Light spectacle  on the 
waterfront

Figure 13: “Paint it up” program, Kanata, underpass



Strengths Weaknesses
•Wide sidewalks on Wellington West
• Variety of parks
• Lots of seating
• Proximity to other vibrant neighbourhoods
• Small lots
• Diversity of small businesses
• Proximity to BRT (Tunney’s) and 417 (regional 
transportation)
• Renewal and revitalization of housing stock
• Heavily engaged community

• Sidewalks underutilized by the public
• Narrow sidewalks on Parkdale and Holland
• Parks are hard to find
• Seating is poorly arranged and located
• Spillover from surrounding neighbourhoods (design 
& density)
• Lack of family‐oriented sites and activities
• Congestion @ Parkdale, Holland and ramps to 417
• Decrease in affordability
• Perception of less‐desirable sections and residents

Opportunities Threats
• Possible to introduce coherent wayfinding and 
signage
• Re‐arranging existing seating could make it more 
inviting
• Potential to increase density while respecting 
existing urban form through infill
• Built form supports small business
• Possible to use traffic‐calming measures to increase 
safety for pedestrians and cyclists

•Wellington West may not provide sufficient public 
amenities to keep up with rapid growth
• Gentrification
• Developers seeking to build high rise buildings that 
are out of character with existing built form
• Areas of conflict between vehicles, pedestrians and 
cyclists
• Possibility of inappropriate infill

ask: “Is Wellington West providing 
sufficient amenities through its 
public spaces to all of its users?” 
These periods of growth are a 
valuable opportunity to take 
stock of the area’s strengths and 
weaknesses, and to develop 
appropriate interventions for the 
future.  

Public Spaces
Following the street revitalization 
project, Wellington Street West 
has some of the widest sidewalks in 
the city. While this has dramatically 
increased the quality of the street 
environment, these sidewalks 
are still not being used to 
capacity. There is also a wealth of 
potentially usable public spaces, 
including vacant lots, streets, 
parks, and other green spaces. 
However, the parks that currently 
exist aren’t always easy to find, 
and landowners appear reluctant 
to allow their private spaces to 

be used for public purposes.  It may be possible to maximize the use 
of existing public spaces through coherent use of signage and other 
wayfinding devices.  Finally, the issue of seating bears mentioning.  While 
the number and quality of seats available on Wellington Street West has 
recently increased, the level of usage is low. The quality and placement 
of seating must be improved, with consideration for a diverse user group 
that includes children and the elderly.

Wellington West is one of Ottawa’s main downtown neighbourhoods.  
Although it has only gained recognition at the city scale in recent years, 
this area has become a destination with people attracted to the vibrant, 
creative character of the space. The recent period of intense growth in 
Wellington West has resulted in a rapid rate of change, both in physical 
layout and demographic composition. These changes are welcomed by 
some, but are a cause for concern to others. Concerned people might 
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    STRENGTHS                           WEAKNESSES

[ 1.5 STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS ]

    
OPPORTUNITIES               THREATS

 



Character of the Built Form
Wellington Street West has recently undergone a massive street 
revitalization project.  As a result, this area has some of Ottawa’s widest 
sidewalks, which increases the potential to attract more people to the 
street. There is a sense that the public amenities, including seating and 
green spaces, are not inviting enough. Another defining characteristic 
of this corridor is the predominance of small lots. It has been noted that 
these small lots reinforce the mixture of small businesses. To be sure, they 
also ensure a relatively high level of density. In the residential sectors, 
there is a general uniformity in the built form, with most lots containing 
narrow homes of a modest size. And while the recent infill projects are 
increasing in size and introducing a new aesthetic, there appears to be 
no trend toward McMansions. Therefore, while the historic feeling that 
some people identify might be at risk, the scale of housing appears to 
not be under attack, except for a few large-scale development proposals.

Business Composition
One of the most notable 
characteristics of Wellington 
West is the diversity of small 
businesses and the lack of 
chains. These businesses are 
typically seen as creative risk-
takers who are providing the 
city with a variety of interesting 
commercial opportunities. 
It has been noted that there 
is a perception of an over-
abundance of food services, 
but Wellington West currently seems to be capitalizing on Ottawa’s 
increased interest in creative food activities. That being said, it may be 
important to consider pursuing a greater variety and range of businesses.

Location
Wellington West has a distinct location advantage; the corridor shoulders 
the downtown core, giving it access to other vibrant neighbourhoods, 
as well as key transportation and commercial amenities. This is already 
generating positive spillover effects, but there is an opportunity to 
strengthen these connections by implementing recognisable design 
treatments at key gateways.

Demographics
As noted previously, the new residents are predominantly young families, 
with many longtime residents still living here. The presence of these new 
families means the schools and parks and streets may become more 
vibrant; however, it will be important for Wellington West to ensure that 
activities, programming and design are all family-friendly.
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Figure 14: Private green space behind Grace Manor

Figure 15: Tacolot, Wellington West



However, there is resistance to the 
change. Some people are pleased with 
the current aesthetic and would prefer 
to see little change. Similarly, the increase 
in housing price places upward pressure 
on affordability, which may force some 
people to move to other parts of Ottawa 
where housing is more affordable. In this 
real estate boom, it will be important for 
the community associations to intervene 
where possible to apply relevant 
design guidelines that will help ensure 
consistency with the current built form 
and preserve the public realm, but also to 
make sure the relevant density appears 
where it is needed (ie: within range of 
mass transit) and not simply where it is most affordable.

Community
Wellington West has a very highly engaged community that is made 
of a diverse population with a range of skills and abilities. The area has 
the reputation as being willing to take risks and try things that other 
neighbourhoods may not be willing to do. As a result, the City of Ottawa 
is eager to work with this community on new projects.  While the attention 
is valuable, residents may begin to experience engagement fatigue. 
Furthermore, there is a lack of cohesion across the corridor, making brand 
recognition more difficult for such projects.

As residential density continues to increase, the community of stakeholders 
in Wellington West have an opportunity to undertake some interesting 
design options that will help make this corridor even more of a recognizable 
destination.  It is important that the community be ready to greet new 
residents and guests by implementing strategies now to make Wellington 
West more vibrant, attractive and livable.

Transportation Network
Planning today for the streets and 
sidewalks of tomorrow is important in the 
context of two major urban revitalization 
projects: the coming of Light Rail Transit 
and the revitalization of Tunney’s Pasture, 
both of which have the potential to bring 
a significant number of new people onto 
Wellington West.  Wellington Street West 
is at the nexus of the City of Ottawa’s 
transportation network. Residents and 
visitors have ready access to bus rapid 
transit by way of the Tunney’s Pasture 
and O-Train stations. There are also 
on-ramps to highway 417 at Parkdale, 
which provides access to the regional transportation network. The rest 
of the corridor is made up of relatively narrow streets, which helps 
maintain speeds that are generally supportive of pedestrian activities 
and active transportation. However, there is significant congestion at key 
intersections (ie: Parkdale, Holland) and there appears to be lackluster 
enforcement of traffic laws. Given the high level of flow-through traffic 
during peak hours, it may be important to ensure pedestrians and cyclists 
are given higher priority access to the street network; particularly in light 
of the Ontario Coroner’s recent findings that 30% of pedestrian deaths 
occur at mid-block where pedestrians are crossing at uncontrolled locations.

Housing
Perhaps the most significant visual cue that this area is under transformation 
is the renewal of the housing stock. A number of housing developments are 
underway, which is bringing in high quality infill not only at the single-family 
scale, but also multi-storey condo buildings. As a result of the demand for 
housing in the Wellington Street West corridor, there has been a significant 
rise in home values. This trend has the potential to raise tax revenue, 
improve the vitality of businesses and generally improve the area’s aesthetics. 
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Figure 16: View of tracks Figure 17:  Example of a infill 
development



COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
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A brief survey of business owners, employees, visitors, and residents was 
undertaken as an early initia tive. This exercise gave us an overview of 
per ceived strengths and weaknesses in Wellington West. While getting 
to know different businesses on Wellington Street West, we asked local 
merchants and residents to identify challenges, opportunities and areas 
of opposition or concern regarding the neighbourhood, as well as their 
thoughts on the local public spaces, greenery, transportation, safety, and 
future identity. The complete range of survey questions can be found in 
appendix B. Below is a summary of the responses gathered.

The stakeholder interviews took place on Friday, September 28th 2012. 
The stakeholders were made up of three business owners, five employees, 
four residents, a city planner, a city councilor, and the marketing director 
for the BIA.

General Impressions of Wellington West
Respondents felt that the proximity to transit, the Parkdale market, and 
the downtown help make the area lively and vibrant. The diversity of 
stores and the up and coming creative food scene in the neighbourhood 
are also strengths that make the area a local destination. However, 
respondents wanted more destinations and amenities that are affordable 
and hope that new development will serve to bring these as well as 
increased greenery, family amenities and convivial community gathering 
spaces.
A number of interviewed stakeholders expressed concern that while 
Wellington West as a whole offers a range of activities, there is a lack 
of continuity and coherence along the corridor with frequent gaps, and 
spaces that lacked animation. In order to establish a singular identity and 
draw people along the corridor, this needs to be addressed.

Identity of Wellington West
Wellington West was identified as being an artistic, bike-oriented 
community with a growing interest in the creative food scene. 
Respondents felt that this identity could be reinforced by encouraging 

[ 2.1 KEY STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS ]
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use of the proper name, increased and improved signage and a more 
distinct entrance into the neighbourhood. They also felt there is a need 
to increase the catchment area by active promotion to draw people to 
Wellington West as a unique destination.  

Current Public Spaces
Activities and events organized in Wellington West, such as the Taste of 
Wellington West, the Arts Park, and Nuit Blanche, were well received. 
They are considered community-oriented, fun, and successful. While 
respondents were supportive of most of the positive changes, and the 
popular activities and events that take place in Wellington West, some 
had concerns about parking, the scale of new developments, and the 
current rate of gentrification. Other prevalent community concerns 
included the lack of vibrant public spaces, pedestrian and cycling safety, 
concrete identity (distinct from neighbouring Westboro) and affordability.

Figure 18: Parkdale Market



Street life in Wellington West peaks in the spring and fall, whereas 
summer and winter were seen by many as missed opportunities; summer 
as the area is affluent and many residents leave for vacations, and winter 
because there are insufficient activities during that time. According to 
the respondents, the busiest time of the day is lunchtime attracting many
workers from Tunney’s Pasture, and early evenings when the clientele 
is mainly affluent families and young professionals, mostly from the 
neighbourhood.
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Future of Public Spaces
Respondents felt that there are many opportunities to make Wellington 
West a destination with more family-friendly activities, community 
gardens, and an improved public realm. Some suggestions for improving 
public space included developing key junction points that invite people 
to linger, better lighting and more usable green space.

Respondents felt that they are well served by public transit but would 
like to see more amenities and better design for those using active 
transportation. Safety was a big issue and many people felt that 
traffic congestion was an issue and were open to the idea of reducing 
Wellington Street West to one lane of traffic or even a temporary street 
closure.

Thinking towards the future of Wellington West, respondents desired to 
see more focus on arts and culture, a stronger neighbourhood identity, 
and more family-oriented and accessible spaces while keeping the 
unique and diverse character of the area. 

Figure 19: Former community garden in Hintonburg



In addition to the interviews, plaYce conducted an online survey to help 
further narrow the focus of the PSEP in terms of both physical sites and 
important themes.  The survey was hosted by Survey Monkey and made 
available online on October 4th.  It was primarily distributed via the 
Wellington West Business Improvement Area (WWBIA) and Hintonburg 
Community Centre (HCC) email lists.  plaYce designed a postcard-sized 
flyer for the survey and placed copies with select businesses along 
Wellington West (see Appendix B for copy of flyer).  The survey was also 
advertised in the Hintonburg Community Association’s weekly newsflash 
emails and was available via plaYce’s website (http://www.playce.ca).  
Paper copies of the survey were made available at the HCC.  Please refer 
to the Appendix B for a paper version of the survey.

The survey was closed after 28 days and had been completed by 180 
respondents.  The demographic breakdown is: 57% female, 43% male, 
95% between the ages 18-64.  The majority (53%) of respondents were 
owners of businesses and properties in the area.  Just over a third of 
these owners were also residents.  Of all the respondents, residents 
made up about half (48%), while visitors and employees were 14% and 
11%, respectively.  Please refer to Appendix B for a complete tabulation 
of responses.

Wellington West was divided into six zones, roughly 400m in length, to 
simplify the selection process (Figure 20).  

  

[ 2.2 SURVEY RESULTS ]
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Favourites Zones
Zone 2 - Running from Clarendon to Huron Avenue, zone 2 was the 
favourite at 31% of all votes.  It was praised for its variety of shops and 
restaurants and enjoyable shopping atmosphere.  Many also mentioned 
it was the location of their business or home.  Visitors found this area 
with its wide sidewalks very walkable.
Zone 4 - The second most favourite zone of Wellington West, especially 
for residents (29%), is zone 4 from Parkdale to Melrose Avenue.  Most 
people liked the feel and look of the area described as historic, eclectic 
and positive.  The mix of restaurants, shops and services were often cited 
reasons.  Many also mentioned it was the location of their business or 
home.

Figure 20: Six zones from survey



Zones of Mixed Feelings
Zone 3 - This zone covers the area 
between Holland and Parkdale Avenue.  
It got 19% of votes for favourite area, 
mostly because of the Parkdale Market 
and Park, which is seen as a landmark/
hub connecting the two different 
neighbourhoods of Wellington Village 
and Hintonburg. However, zone 3 also 
got a significant number of complaints, 
especially from visitors, for its heavy car 
traffic and poor pedestrian and cycling 
environment.
Zone	 5 - This was the favourite zone 
for visitors (35%) and employees (29%) 
because of its restaurants, bars and 
the landmark church of Saint Francois 
d’Assise.  The grittier/creative character 
of this zone appeared to be a draw and 
seemed to be what “outsiders” identify 
with the area as a whole.  Interestingly 
though, quite a few people - owners in 
particular - found the area rundown, 
unattractive and in close proximity to the 
much-loathed zone 6.

Themes
Overall, 49% of respondents most identified with the eclectic mix of 
businesses for Wellington West.  On average, business mix was the 
top choice for all user groups with the exception of employees who 
identified slightly more with the Parkdale Market and Park.  The Parkdale 
precinct had 18% of all votes, followed by the cycling and walking culture at 
11%.  Other notable themes suggested were the restaurant/foodie culture 
and the bustling atmosphere.

Least Favourite Zones
Zone 1 - At the western end, stretching from Island Park Drive to 
Hampton Avenue, zone 1 was the least favourite of Wellington West.  
Half of all owners and 44% overall said it was their least favourite zone, 
citing the lack of activities and destinations and heavy car traffic as the 
main reasons.  Residents, in particular, disliked the encroaching large-
scale condominiums that have minimal setbacks and contribute little to 
the public realm.
Zone 6 - At the eastern end, the second least popular overall was the 
least liked by residents (45%) who complained of the look and feel of the 
area described as sketchy, stagnant and unsafe.  This zone appeared to 
have a reputation for drugs and crime, lacking in worthwhile activities 
or destinations.  Often, storefronts were described as rundown, vacant, 
disconnected and far from the core.
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Figure 21: Somerset Square

Figure 22: Saint Francois 
d’Assise



Focus
Improving the amount and quality of greenery was the most chosen 
priority for the area at 30% of all votes.  This was a significantly higher priority 
for owners and residents than for visitors and employees.  Better signage 
and	gateways had a combined vote of 19%, of particular priority for 
employees (31%), visitors (21%) and owners (21%).  Overall, 15% wanted 
to prioritize increasing the amount and quality of park space, especially 
residents (19%).  Also of concern, was the quality and sight lines offered 
by side streets (13%).  Other notable suggestions included more waste/
recycling bins, cigarette butt receptacles and pedestrian crosswalks.

General Comments
Overwhelmingly, owners and residents gave suggestions for more street 
greening and community art.  Common ideas included trees, planters 
and wall murals.  All user groups made frequent mention of the need for 
more social and connecting spaces such as patios, community gardens, 
a skating rink, a central piazza, and good walking/biking paths.  Residents, 
in particular, made many comments requesting better walking	 and	
biking facilities such as bike racks,  pedestrian-controlled crosswalks, and 
traffic calming, especially at the Holland and Parkdale Avenue intersections.  
Residents would also like to see cleaner streets with more waste bins.  
Visitors mentioned the need for more shelter and better lighting, possibly 
light sculptures, to help bring more people out at night and on dreary 
winter days.  Several people would like to see the current vacant lots and 
empty storefronts filled with small-scale businesses that reflect the current 
eclectic mix.

In preparation for the community design charrette, the survey included a 
question regarding preferred time for the event.  Most people selected an 
evening time slot (67%) and preferred a weekday event (58%).
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A design charrette for Wellington West was held on the evening of 
Tuesday October 23, 2012 at the Hintonburg Community Centre.  The 
event took the form of a drop-in community design workshop with four 
stations for community engagement.  This section contains a summary 
of the results from each station. Full details on the setup and operation 
of the stations have been included in the Design Charrette Report which 
can be found in Appendix A.
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Tent Station

People were invited to place dots on a map of Wellington West - green 
dots for sites they liked, red dots for sites they disliked.  As can be seen 
from this exercise, certain patterns can emerge from a quick and simple 
activity.

Parks and green space were predominantly favoured by respondents, 
particularly parks such as Parkdale Park and Hintonburg Park which are 
close to Wellington Street West and easy to access.  Respondents also took 
pride in identifying their own streets or their favourite local businesses 
(Cyclogik, Hintonburger, etc.) as features of the neighbourhood which 
they thought were strong assets.  Special public spaces which were 
recognized for the quality of services they provided were the library and 
the Hintonburg Community Centre.

Areas which could use improvement were also reinforced in a similar 
manner.  Cyclists gave a very clear message that they found Gladstone 

Figure 23: Community design charrette

[ 2.3 DESIGN CHARRETTE ]

Figure 24: Dot map from the tent station



to be too narrow and that certain intersections such as Gladstone 
and Irving were particularly dangerous.  Other transportation-related 
issues were also identified with many people wanting better access to 
the Bayview O-Train stop and/or steps behind Tom Brown Arena.  With 
regard to development, a significant number of red dots were placed 
along Wellington Street West in the east of the area where people felt the 
street had yet to ‘catch up.’  On the other hand, there was also resistance 
to the implications of new development on Dollarama’s current site.

Mental Mapping
For this activity, people were asked to draw a map of Wellington West 
from memory. Analysis of mental maps by 20 participants revealed a 
number of trends. The biggest trend amongst participants was their 
perception of “Wellington West” in general. Whilst the vast majority of 
participants noted the rail/bridge as the eastern boundary of Wellington 
West, only 25% noted Island Park Drive as the western boundary. In 
fact, most participants’ mental maps ended on the west at either 
Parkdale or Holland Avenue. This shows that there is a perception that 
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Wellington Village is not a part of Wellington West. Similarly, the majority 
of landmarks were within Hintonburg (i.e. Saint Francois d’Assise, 
Hintonburg Community Center, Suzie Q, the library) as opposed to 
Wellington Village (i.e. the Great Canadian Theatre Company).

In terms of frequency of public spaces drawn on the mental maps, the 
majority were Parkdale Park/Market (55%) and Somerset Square. When 
labelling Somerset Square, a number of participants noted that it was an 
underutilized space. Additionally, very few respondents acknowledged 
Hintonburg Park (15%) and McCormick Park (5%). This finding should 
aid us in deciding which specific public space to focus on for in-depth 
interventions.

Overall, we found mental mapping to be a useful exercise and a successful 
station at our public engagement. Generally, it was the first station people 
participated in, which we feel aided in participants’ creativity throughout 
the rest of the design workshop. In addition, it gave us useful insight into 
the perceptions of Wellington West, and what areas may be in need of 
improvement. insight into the perceptions of Wellington West, and what 
areas may be in need of improvement. We feared that there was a bias 
in the perceptions because of our workshop’s location in Hintonburg. 
However, with closer analysis, we identified that it was not our workshop 
location but in fact the high profile of  Hintonburg as an emerging trendy 
neighbourhood that led to participants biased perception of Wellington 
West.

Gateways
At this station, participants were encouraged to choose one of six highlighted 
intersections that were identified as a gateway into Wellington West and 
to draw their own concept of a gateway using tracing paper over printed 
images of the intersection chosen. The intersection people saw as the most 
pressing in terms of needing enhancement were the two underpasses at 
the Queensway followed closely by the Somerset Bridge and Island Park/
Wellington West. Interventions for the two underpasses included:

Figure 25: Tent station outside Hintonburg Community Centre



• Signage that indicates to people that they are entering or 
leaving Wellington West as they pass through the underpasses;

• Bright coloured murals, graffiti, art, and signs that cover up 
what many referred to as the “ugly” sound barrier and the bare 
concrete walls

• Basic aesthetic improvements such as adding planters, stepped 
planting and greenery to medians, benches and lights; and,

• Practical and safety improvements such as proper drainage in 
the underpasses, wider sidewalks, coloured crosswalks, bike 
lanes, and any other safety measures that narrow the street 
and slow the traffic down.

Participants also mentioned a range of possible interventions for other 
intersections, including:

• Adding archways at other major entry points;
• Adding sculptural art pieces and unique light fixtures;
• Creating a consistent theme across the entire corridor;
• Making use of older buildings and the history of the area to 

highlight its unique character.
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While the design improvements proposed were specific to an intersection, 
they are general enough that they could be introduced across the 
entire Wellington West area.  For example, a consistent treatment of 
pedestrian crosswalks could provide a coherent look and feel to all of 
the major intersections, which will provide a visual unity at the Business 
Improvement Area level.

Spacemaking
This station enabled participants to share ideas and discuss design 
solutions by interacting with different idea boards and a large-scale 
wall map. The idea boards included important space elements: signage, 
greening, art, seating, shelter and others. Each element was colour-
coded with corresponding post-its that enabled participants to mark the 
exact location of their ideas on the map.

• Signage caught the most interest, specifically with the ideas of 
business maps and mini information stations. Participants also 
felt there was a lack of wayfinding to the neighbourhood. 

• The Greening board focused on the planting of edible plants 
and public gardens, especially near eateries. There was a 
strong desire for urban agriculture.

• Art board was the third most popular with the prevalent idea 
that community pride could be enhanced with “art by locals 
for locals”. Many participants expressed the idea of creating 
art on the sidewalks and streets, to give the neighbourhood a 
more distinct identity. Wall murals and art in the underpasses 
were also recurring suggestions.

• For Seating, participants expressed a desire for more adjustable 
seating and more seating designed for seniors. There seemed 
to be a need for more seating near aesthetically pleasing views 
and landmarks, such as the Saint Francois d’Assise church. 
Participants liked the idea of creating space for seating in 
underused parking lots, or by taking over certain on-street 
parking spots.

Figure 26: Gateway Station



• The Shelter board was almost exclusively dedicated to the idea 
of bus shelters, particularly the one at the HCC.

Participants were able to express additional ideas on the Others board. 
Food stands were proposed as well as temporary patios on the street 
in place of some parking spots. There was a strong desire for more 
bike paths, particularly North-South oriented as well as a demand for 
outdoor performance space. Many participants also expressed the need 
for more dog amenities such as doggy bag stations and dog parks.

Several participants also stated verbally that there needed to be a 
public space component in all new development projects and that 
those developments needed to remain at human scale in order for the 
streetscape to remain vibrant. Several participants criticized that existing 
public space was being underused due to the air pollution from the 
on-going traffic on Wellington West Street and the people smoking in 
public areas.
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Charrette Evaluation Board
In order to gauge the effectiveness 
of the activities, plaYce team 
members were proactive in 
making sure that participants felt 
they had given the full-extent of 
input they wanted to share.  This 
was facilitated with a quick and 
simple exit survey which allowed 
participants to note their degree of 
satisfaction with various aspects of 
the community design workshop.  
The evaluation responses were 
generally very good.

Figure 27: Spacemaking map

Figure 28: Evaluation board



As development in Wellington West continues, the limited number of 
public spaces will become increasingly important for facilitating street 
and the general livability of the area.   However, most of these spaces 
currently have poor accessibility from the main street.  Also, there are 
several underutilized areas with good potential for contributing to the 
public realm, especially with the recent completion of the wider sidewalks.  
Common concerns raised by the community have to do with the lack 
of park space, social spaces, identity and signage.  Visitors, in particular, 
have little knowledge of spaces outside of a few select nodes.  Yet, there 
are many spaces within Wellington West that can serve to attract and 
entertain public use.

As such, public spaces in Wellington West can greatly benefit from a 
strong network that would facilitate the flow of people to both existing 
areas of activity, as well as underutilized areas with high potential for 
reactivation (see figure 29, next page).  plaYce proposes a General 
Design Strategy centred on applying strategic wayfinding devices to 
attract and connect people to important nodes within the area. This 
strategy aims to:

         

This following chapter will present our General Design Strategy-  
explaining the role of each component - followed by a Detailed 
Implementation Plan for the primary elements of the strategy. 

     
  

     
   
         
     

IMPROVE DISTRIBUTION OF ACTIVITY                     THROUGHOUT WELLINGTON WEST

FACILITATE  LONGER,         MULTI-DESTINATION VISITS

    INCREASE LEVELS OF USE                   OF PUBLIC SPACES1.
2.

3.

PUBLIC SPACES ENHANCEMENT PLAN 
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Figure 29: Concept Plan
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ANALYSIS OF WELLINGTON WEST’S CURRENT STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 



The General Design Strategy is divided into three distinct sections based 
on order of priority.  Primary Design Elements are considered to be the 
most timely and urgent; they have the potential to generate immediate 
benefits for Wellington West.  Secondary Design Elements also have 
strong potential, but may not be appropriate interventions in the 
immediate future as they will require the WWBIA to commit to significant 
expenditures in capital or human resources. Finally, the Tertiary Design 
Elements are helpful design interventions for the future or long-term.

GENERAL DESIGN STRATEGY
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The main focus of our general design strategy is to create a strong wayfinding 
system using the following elements:

 

Gateways attract and welcome people to Wellington West.   They clearly 
demarcate the physical extent of the area, announcing an experiential 
transition as people enter and exit Wellington West. Maps help orient people 
within the context of the area and provide an overview of what is offered.  
They also have the ability to highlight key areas that need to be promoted 
for increased usage.  And, finally, signage completes the fundamental 
wayfinding system to guide people from the gateways and maps to their 
destinations.  An effective network not only enables people to easily navigate 
an area and locate desired destinations, but also facilitates discovery of new, 
unexpected spaces. The key areas of intervention with regard to these three 
elements are illustrated on the following page (figure 30).

[ 3.1 PRIMARY ELEMENTS ]
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1. GATEWAYS

2. MAPS

3. SIGNAGE

To create an effective wayfinding system, the elements must be 
visually cohesive.  Each element should have easily identifiable 
cues to enable the user to recognize its wayfinding function and 
associate it to a larger system that encompasses the area of interest.  
Aesthetic consistency can also help to strengthen an area’s identity.

Visual cohesion can be achieved by incorporating the same design 
features into each element, such as colour, materials, or logo.  These 
design guidelines are particularly important for Wellington West, 
which stands to greatly benefit from a strong wayfinding system 
and a strengthening of its recently emerging identity as a city-wide 
destination. 

IMPORTANT DESIGN GUIDELINES 
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Figure 30: Proposed Primary Interventions
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Gateways are place-making devices with many uses and meanings, and they 
come in different shapes and sizes. They are a community’s symbolic means 
of connection that also highlight its distinct character. Gateways can be 
used to address functional shortcomings while simultaneously improving 
the aesthetics of key entrance points into the community. 

We believe that Wellington St. West at Island Park Drive and Wellington 
St. West at Somerset Bridge should be given primary attention. These are 
the two main entry points to Wellington Village and are its connection to 
other frequented and established neighbourhoods. Parkdale Ave. at the 
Queensway and Holland Ave. at the Queensway are also important gateways 
to Wellington West and given the existing infrastructure of the overpasses, 
are possibly the easiest to enhance with minimum investments. Another 
intersection that will benefit from treatment is Holland Ave. at Scott St.. 
This gateway is expected to gain further importance with the upcoming 
developments at Tunney’s Pasture. Extending elements of the gateway 
intervention along Holland Ave. to Wellington St. should be considered in 
order to draw people to the corridor. Parkdale Ave. at Scott St. could also 
serve as a gateway though it is not of critical importance.

Currently, people enter and exit Wellington West without being fully aware 
of the fact they’ve crossed the threshold into a unique part of the city. The 
creation of gateways to Wellington West would highlight the corridor’s 
connectivity with the rest of the city, while also signalling its uniqueness 
in space by reinforcing a distinct identity (figure 34 & 35, page 33).  We 
propose several gateway interventions to help strengthen the identity and 
community of Wellington West, and to potentially alleviate local traffic 
concerns:

1.1 GATEWAY SIGNS 
A gateway sign is a highly visible piece of public art, installed at a prominent 
location that serves as an entry and exit point to the area. Gateway signs 
are usually used to advertise the area’s name, letting people know they are 
entering an area with a distinct character.
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Why Wellington West: To reach out to the public with a showcase piece 
of art that demonstrates the area’s identity, and to provide a visual cue for  
potential visitors to draw them in from adjacent neighbourhoods.

1.2 LIGHT PROJECTIONS 
This involves projecting images and videos that reflect the area’s history and 
strengths. An example could be rotating art pieces by local artists. Gateway 
messages could also be projected instead of being painted, making them more 
dynamic and durable. This also gives an opportunity to cover up unsightly 
surfaces while lighting up dark areas and activating underutilized public spaces.

Why Wellington West: 
Wellington West has numerous 
unique elements, including a strong 
arts community, that deserve to 
be showcased to the public. This 
intervention has the potential 
to lighten up  dreary pedestrian 
environments, act as traffic calming 
measures, and make the district’s 
entrances more memorable.

 1. GATEWAYS 

Figure 30: Memorable  gateway elements

Figure 31: Dynamic light projections



1.3 WALL ART 
Well-designed and context relevant art has the potential to have a strong 
and memorable impact on visitors. Also, the art can be thematic and link 
the separate gateways across Wellington West to tell a story about the area.

Why Wellington West: Some of the gateways have blank walls that the 
community considers unsightly.  It may be possible to paint some of these 
walls with murals, or to install permanent frames that can be used for 
rotating art displays or advertising. This intervention also applies to other 
blank walls within Wellington West.

1.4 COLOURFUL PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALKS 
Brightly painting the pedestrian crosswalks has the potential to draw 
drivers’ attention to the transition into a new area. It can also calm traffic 
and reduce risk of accidents.

Why Wellington West: There is a number of troublesome intersections 
with significant potential for conflict between pedestrians and vehicular 
traffic.  These include the gateways locations, as well as Wellington Street 
West at Holland and Parkdale Avenues.
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Figure 32: Wall art by BOAMiSTURA

Figure 33: Colourful Pedestrian Crosswalks by Jessica Stockholder
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Figure 34: Current view of Somerset Bridge looking towards Wellington West Figure 35: Potential gateway interventions at Somerset Bridge



The core building block of wayfinding is an area map to orient a person within 
their surroundings.  The map is one of the first steps in establishing a person’s 
perception of an area; to see it as a cohesive network of destinations and places 
of interest, rather than unconnected points.  As such, maps play an important 
role in laying the foundation for the image of an area.  Effective maps should be 
easy to read and uncluttered.  More importantly, they should allow the user to 
identify their current location with ease and contain key elements that enable 
the user to determine the direction of their path with respect to their location.

2.1 MAP STATIONS 
Good map stations are highly visible and sized to accommodate group 
viewing.  They not only aid an area’s overall identity, but they also allow for 
visitors to fully explore everything the area has to offer (figure 39 & 40, page 
36).  Several options are available, should Wellington West choose to install 
mapping stations. Two examples close by are the columns in Montreal by 
Astral Media (figure 36, left and centre) and the mapping stations on Sparks 
Street in Ottawa (figure 36, right).  

Our review of existing plans and policies, in addition to information 
gathered from engaging the community, have identified specific nodes and 
corridors that would benefit from being highlighted in such map stations. We 
recommend the addition of businesses within some of the mapping stations, 
in addition to the various public spaces, landmarks, activities, etc. (figure 38, 
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next page). Business maps show the location of businesses in the area and can 
be presented in several ways, such as coded by number, colour, symbol, or 
a combination thereof.  Such maps are useful in providing a comprehensive 
list of shops, restaurants and services and their respective locations.  They 
inform people of what is available in an area and where to find their desired 
destinations.  Business maps can also reveal areas of specialization or high 
business densities that may appeal to certain consumers.

Why Wellington West: There is a significant disconnect between perceived 
and actual public spaces.  Community engagement has revealed that poor 
knowledge of or access to public spaces is one of the main reason for their 
underutilization. In addition, the eclectic mix of businesses is one of the main 
attractions of this area, which a business map will help highlight. Maps were a 
common recommendation from our community design workshop. 

2.2 ART MAPS
Merging practical wayfinding 
functionality with a higher level 
of creativity produces the art map.  
Arguably less functional than a 
conventional map for wayfinding, an 
art map has the capacity to convey a 
great deal more with regards to the 
culture of an area.  Art maps are 
artistic interpretations of an area, 
usually emphasizing more cultural 
aspects, such as popular activities, 
landmarks or architecture.

Why Wellington West: This 
intervention is well-suited to this area due to its large and vibrant arts 
community, eclectic business mix, and visual interest.  These elements help to 
create a hotbed of inspiration for memorable art maps that would aid in both 
wayfinding and strengthening the identity of Wellington West.

 2. MAPS

Figure 36: Mapping stations in Montreal and Ottawa
Figure 37: Art maps
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Figure 38: Example Map for the Parkdale Mapping Station
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Figure 39: Current view at Wellington St. West and McCormick St.

Figure 40: Proposed map station at Wellington St. West and McCormick St. 



An effective wayfinding system needs to have a set of clear, organized sign 
elements. Signage is important in helping people feel oriented, decide 
where to go and find what they want. This is of particular importance for an 
area such as Wellington West, which has many promising public spaces that 
appear not to be commonly known. Sign elements should be legible, visible, 
identifiable, and placed in key locations that enable intuitive navigation 
from the sign to the destination (figure 45 & 46, page 39). Good signage 
should have an aesthetic consistency so that a comprehensive network can 
be easily identified.  This aesthetic consistency should also extend to all 
wayfinding elements in the area, such as the maps and gateways detailed 
above. Proper implementation is key, otherwise there is the potential to 
create clutter in the area and in essence have the opposite effect of creating 
a clear and concise wayfinding system. We recommend limiting addition of 
more signage to key points of interest.  The main focus  for signage should 
be the replacement of existing roads signs with a more unique design that 
better reflects the character of Wellington West and is of a similar aesthetic 
as the other wayfinding elements proposed in this plan. 

The following are suitable signage elements for Wellington West:

3.1 SIGNS 
Signs are necessary for identifying important buildings, nodes, landmarks, 
and paths.  Signs can also greatly improve visibility of underutilized spaces. 
Of particular importance for wayfinding,  are road signs that help people 
quickly and easily determine their location within an area.
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Why Wellington West: There are many public spaces that are 
underutilized and not easily visible from the main street.  Also, interviews, 
surveys, and consultation, have revealed that there tends to be confusion 
as to the boundaries of Wellington West. For instance, the banners along 
Wellington Street West are very similar to those in Westboro.  A distinct 
sign design will improve wayfinding and help strengthen the identity of 
Wellington West.

3.2 INTERSECTION PAINTING 

Intersection painting is popular in Portland, Oregon, where it is known 
as intersection repair (figure 42). When painting an intersection, the 
community comes together and closes the streets for a weekend to paint 
the intersection and in effect turn it into a public square of sorts. Not only 
is it a staple in the community, but it also creates a unique landmark for 
wayfinding and has the potential for traffic calming.

Why Wellington West: This area has a funky arts scene that is very 
conducive to this type of intervention. It is also a low-cost method to reduce 
traffic problems in the area.

 3. SIGNAGE

Figure 41: Distinctive signage 

Figure 42: Intersection painting, Portland, Oregon 



3.3 UTILITY BOXES 
The transformation of the utility boxes on streetlights and traffic lights has 
the potential to do great things for Wellington West. One solution is to paint 
the boxes with simple solid colours (i.e. orange to match the official colour 
of Wellington West) or local artist-designed works of art. For instance, local 
artists could paint their interpretations of a Wellington West map, as noted 
in the art map section. This not only aids in wayfinding, but it also puts a 
creative spin on mapping in general.  Also, most boxes are situated near 
landmarks and other useful destinations, which would make them great 
signs for such places.

Why Wellington West: The utility boxes currently serve no visual 
purpose, and in fact are aesthetically unpleasing. Painting these boxes is a 
good opportunity to beautify and contribute to the wayfinding and identity 
of Wellington West.
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Figure 43: Unsightly street 
light  on Wellington St. West

Figure 44: Painted utility box
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Figure 45: Current view at Wellington St. West and Parkdale Ave.

Figure 46: Potential improvements at Wellington St. West and 
Parkdale Ave. with clear and distinctive signage 



Borders drawn on a map don’t make neighbourhoods, it’s a sense of place 
that defines them.  Our primary interventions create an easily navigable 
network of spaces.  In addition, we suggest a number of secondary elements 
to draw people to strategic areas by creating better public spaces and a more 
cohesive sense of place:

    SOCIAL MEDIA    

    TEMPORARY PEDESTRIAN ZONES

    SIDEWALK PATIOS

    EDIBLE LANDSCAPING

    BIKE CORRALS

    CREATIVE SEATING

These interventions can help better distribute activity throughout 
Wellington West while also creating symbolic public spaces, increasing the 
number of people on the street, and enhancing the identity of the area.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Wellington West has recently increased their online presence through the 
use of social media such as Twitter and Facebook. To increase this presence, 
we have a number of recommendations:

•	 Conduct a contest where “Likes” and “Shares” on Facebook and 
“Retweets” on Twitter are entries, and the winner receives a gift 
certificate or shopping spree good for all stores within Wellington West. 
This will increase the number of social media followers, allowing for 
future information posted by Wellington West to be further dispersed.

•	 Implement QR codes at various pedestrian nodes, such as parks or high-
traffic transit stops. These codes could lead to mapping information of 

[ 3.2 SECONDARY ELEMENTS ]
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the area (i.e. “You are here” and information on nearby businesses and 
public spaces). This has the potential to pull in business traffic as well as 
increase people’s stay within the area.

•	 Hold a photography contest where users take photographs of 
themselves within Wellington West. This will give Wellington West 
great promotional photographs to use, as well as allow users to fully 
explore the area and really show what they love about Wellington West. 
Participants submit photographs by posting to Twitter or Facebook 
with Wellington West “tagged”.

Why Wellington West:
Wellington West’s recent social media campaign is a great start, and 
pushing forward with this campaign is ideal. The users of Wellington West 
are considered hip and trendy, and social media would easily target these 
people.

TEMPORARY PEDESTRIAN ZONES
There are several successful 
examples of temporary street 
closures across Canada; 
notably, on Robson in 
Vancouver, Yonge in Toronto 
and Ste-Catherine in 
Montreal. This intervention 
is ideal for neighbourhoods 
with a limited public realm, 
and traffic-related issues. 
Street closures bring more 
vibrancy to neighbourhoods 
by traffic-calming and increasing social use of space and business traffic. 
They provide additional public space that is ideal for social interaction, and 
activities such as walking, rollerblading, cycling and even street performing. 
A UK study has shown street closures to reduce traffic problems, such as 
congestion, pollution and noise, by over 50%.

Figure 47: Temporary street closure



Why Wellington West: A temporary pedestrian zone would enhance and 
enlarge the public realm in Wellington West, enticing visitors to linger and 
enjoy the space.

SIDEWALK PATIOS
Patios can help convert underutilized sidewalks into more vibrant and 
usable space.  They invariably offer seating and, sometimes, even shelter, 
which are key streetscape elements that induce higher street use, longer 
stays and more social interaction.  Businesses with patios often see an 
increase in business traffic.  There are many creative ways to incorporate 
patios in the public realm.  In addition to conventional storefront seating, 
a popular concept is the parklet, where a business funds and maintains a 
green patio,in one or two parking spots directly in front of the business.  
Parklets are free for public use and have proven to effectively increase 
pedestrian traffic, as well as improve local street life and greenery.

Why Wellington West: “More patios” was a common request from the 
community engagement events.  Wellington West is well-suited to this 
type of intervention as it already has a popular food culture and has also 
recently acquired some of the widest sidewalks in the city.   A number of 
existingbusinesses are well-positioned to implement such patios and stand 
to benefit from a likely increase in foot traffic.    More patios will help 
enliven street life and reinforce the image of Wellington West as an active, 
lively destination.  In 
addition, there are 
many new bulb-outs 
at street corners that 
offer ideal public space 
for converting into 
parklets, particularly 
in Wellington Village 
where there is limited 
park space.  Simply 
transforming the 
bulb-outs into public 
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parklets, and using the additional space for street furnishings, plantings 
and other amenities has the benefit of increasing drivers’ awareness of the 
pedestrian area, thereby calming traffic in addition to increasing social use 
of the sidewalks. 

EDIBLE LANDSCAPES 

Edible Landscapes refer to the visual, physical and social impacts of 
producing food in urban land. An edible landscaping approach looks for 
ways to incorporate edible species throughout the landscape in a manner 
that is aesthetically pleasing, functionally effective and that takes advantages 
of the different growing conditions and micro-climates.

Why Wellington West: Edible planters set up along the street and in 
public spaces, as well as community garden space, were suggestions made 
and repeated during the Wellington West community design workshop.  
Such planters at the gateway locations would help reinforce the eco-
conscious image of the area. Additionally, many restaurant owners and 
chefs in the neighbourhood have a commitment to local, seasonal, fresh 
ingredients. They could use the edible landscape intervention to strengthen Figure 48: Patio space

Figure 49: Sidewalk edible  planters



their identity as sustainable and socially conscious businesses. This initiative 
demonstrates leadership in creating a favourable environmental image 
which can lead to economic benefits from Tourism for the WWBIA.

BIKE CORRALS 
Bike Corrals are the conversion of certain strategically located parking 
spots into bicycle parking areas. The objective of this intervention is to 
provide substantially more bicycle parking and reduce sidewalk congestion, 
particularly in heavily-used commercial areas.

Why Wellington West: There is an ever-greater demand for bicycle parking 
in Wellington West. A recent survey conducted by the WWBIA showed 

that approximately 
13% of Wellington 
West users cycle to the 
area, as opposed to 2% 
in Ottawa as a whole. 
Furthermore, there was 
a clear desire for more 
bike parking expressed 
by the participants in 
the Wellington West  
community design 
workshop.
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SEATING 
Waiting and resting areas along the street  provide pedestrians with a place 
to rest, socialize, interact, and people watch. The ability to entice people to 
linger is the official sign of great and successful public spaces. 

Why Wellington West: Although there are already many benches along 
Wellington Street West, participants  in the Wellington West community 
design workshop expressed the desire for more seating. It appears that the 
existing seating arrangement is not widely used by the users of the space. 
We suggest the rearrangement of some of the existing seating layout to be 
more conducive to lingering and striking up conversations, by framing the 
spaces with benches, movable planters, waste receptacles, and street art. In 
addition, we suggest to add seating  where it is non-existent at certain key 
locations outside restaurants and around  landmarks with interesting views.

Figure 50: Bike corral

Figure 51: Creative seating



Tertiary elements in our PSEP are recommendations for actions which, 
while important, have been reserved for implementation at a later date.  
These include:

    TRUCK ROUTE ENFORCEMENT

    PUBLIC SMOKING REGULATIONS AWARENESS

    FACADE REVITALIZATION PROGRAM

    BIKE MAPS

    MOBILE EATERY PODS

Truck route enforcement would ensure that truck traffic is restricted to 
the designated truck route on Holland Ave and would minimize unwanted 
ancillary costs, such as additional noise and air pollution in other residential 
areas.  Greater awareness of public smoking regulations would inform those 
concerned with the ill-effects of secondhand smoke of their rights to smoke-
free spaces and would also help inform commercial establishments with 
patios of their responsibilities thus preempting Provincial Offence Notice 
tickets and fines.  A facade revitalization program would contribute to the 
life of the street at all times and in all weather by making Wellington West 
even more pedestrian-friendly.  Updated bike maps will attract visitors not 
only from elsewhere in Ottawa but also from other regions when the bike 
network is fully upgraded. Food carts/trucks provide a temporary use in 
otherwise underutilized spaces and can be effective in enhancing streetlife.

TRUCK ROUTE ENFORCEMENT  
Truck traffic is primarily restricted by the City of Ottawa to a limited num-
ber of truck routes.  The rules which define and govern heavy trucks and 
truck routes can be found in the City of Ottawa’s Traffic and Parking BY-
LAW NO. 2003 - 530 under Schedule ‘XL.’  Adhering to designated truck 
routes is important for traffic safety, and wear and tear of other roads.

[ 3.3 TERTIARY ELEMENTS ]
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Why Wellington West: Unfortunately, while Holland Avenue is 
designated as a truck route in Wellington West, many trucks use Parkdale 
Avenue (which is not a truck route) instead.#  Given that the City of Ottawa 
suggests the use of ‘prohibitive signage for problematic locations’ in its Truck 
Route Designation Policy and does not have a clear process in place for 
reporting infractions, plaYce has contacted the City to ask what can be done 
to enforce the truck route on Holland Avenue. The initial case submission 
has now been assigned to Phil Edens, Traffic Assessment Specialist TIS 
57596 who should respond by December 1, 2012 at the latest.

PUBLIC SMOKING REGULATIONS AWARENESS 
The City of Ottawa has introduced more smoke-free spaces by adopting 
amendments to its by-laws as part of a strategy designed to protect children 
and non-smokers from second-hand smoke, and to reduce smoking rates.#

Why Wellington West: Smoke-free spaces in Wellington West include all 
outdoor areas on municipal properties (parks, playgrounds, sports fields, 
and around City facilities), Parkdale Market stands, and outdoor patios 
belonging to restaurants, bars, and food premises.  As some residents have 
indicated their concerns regarding public smoking and the negative effects 
of second-hand smoke, they should be informed of the full extent of their 
right to smoke-free spaces and be encouraged to report infractions to the 
City of Ottawa using its Services website at http://serviceottawa.ca.

FACADE REVITALIZATION PROGRAM 
Both awnings and facade-illumination can contribute to street-life in a manner 
which not only provides physical comfort to pedestrians but which also 
unites high-quality pedestrian-oriented development with surroundings that 
accommodate a range of uses.  Well-placed canvas awnings can provide shade 
and weather protection in an aesthetically pleasing fashion without detracting 
from key architectural features of the streetscape.  In the evenings and at night, 
facade illumination provides business owners with heightened visibility and 
contributes to the general ambience of the street by highlighting architectural 
features and softening the harder light of municipal street-lighting.



Why Wellington West: In 2007, the UrbanISA group from McGill - 
working in conjunction with Creative Neighbourhoods - made several 
recommendations concerning awnings and lighting which are still very 
relevant.  Building on the City of Ottawa’s prior designation of Wellington 
Street West as a Traditional Mainstreet in the Ottawa 20/20 Official Plan, 
UrbanISA’s Wellington Street West Design Guidelines highlighted how 
awnings and lighting can enhance and reinforce the character of the 
streetscape and encourage enhanced year-round use of public spaces, 
especially at night.

BIKE MAPS 
The City of Ottawa’s 2008 Ottawa Cycling Plan (OCP) is a 20-year strategy, 
comprised in part by a vision to enhance and strengthen the City’s bicycle 
network by adding almost 2000 km to its length.  This vision is driven by 
goals such as reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and improving the 
health of Ottawa residents by promoting active lifestyles.

Why Wellington West: Wellington West already leads Ottawa with a 
significant population-base who use active transportation and has done 
great work creating materials like its Bike Friendly Guide to Wellington 
West 2012. It is recommended that Wellington West continue to highlight 
the strength of its bicycling community and include integrated bike routes 
on its map stations (detailed in the Primary Elements section).  By taking 
the lead in Ottawa as an attractive destination for cyclists, Wellington 
West will be able to capture the attention of visiting cyclists - effectively 
broadening its pull.

MOBILE EATERY PODS 
Pods are congregations of multiple mobile eateries, such as  food trucks 
and food carts.  They usually have at least a half dozen eateries and are 
held on a regular basis in large open spaces, such as vacant sites or parking 
lots.  There are several benefits from such pods.  They have the potential 
to reactivate space by bringing a high level of social and commercial use 
to empty sites.  Pods can also bring greater visibility and access to greater 
markets for mobile eatery entrepreneurs. And  lastly, a concentration of 
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mobile eateries can be a regional draw, bringing in business traffic from far 
beyond the local area.  Due to this traffic, restaurants and other businesses 
near a mobile eatery pod can actually experience an increase in both sales 
and publicity.

Why Wellington West: Wellington West is already well known for its 
progressive food scene, with the Taco-Lot and Suzy-Q Doughnuts, and 
has several open spaces ideal for a mobile eatery pod.  By encouraging 
this type of commercial venture, Wellington West will strengthen its food 
culture, increase variety in its food offerings and draw in foodies who want 
to explore and try different things.  Furthermore, many local restaurants 
stand to benefit from having their own mobile eatery in the area by further 
promoting their brand and accessing a larger market.  Other local businesses 
could also benefit from the additional business traffic that such a pod could 
generate.



Creating better public spaces through these three levels of initiatives can 
provide significant benefits to Wellington West as a whole. By implementing 
more navigable, usable, and enticing public spaces across the area, they will:

•	 Retain families in Wellington West
•	 Support public and active transit
•	 Promote public safety
•	 Decrease the likelihood of pedestrian injuries and fatalities through 

traffic calming
•	 Increase accessibility for all street users
•	 Support local businesses
•	 Minimize  local air pollution
•	 Support local identity
•	 Enhance the everyday quality of life for those who live work and play 

in Wellington West.

A well-designed street and public space system will enhance the livability of 
Wellington West by providing pleasant places to stroll or sit, opportunities 
for neighbourly interaction, freedom from excessive noise and pollution, 
and a green, attractive environment.

[ 3.4 CONCLUSION ]
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The purpose of this section is to develop a detailed plan that will help the 
WWBIA prepare for the steps required to implement the main interventions 
outlined above.  This implementation plan will include estimates of the cost 
for each intervention, potential funding sources, as well as an outline of the 
phases required to select, design, build and implement each phase of the 
project.

As noted above, we will pay the greatest attention to the Primary Design 
Elements, as these interventions are the most relevant for the current 
context and the WWBIA is in a position to take action immediately to 
implement them.  

DETAILED IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
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[ 4.1 PRIMARY ELEMENTS IMPLEMENTATION ]
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1.1 GATEWAY SIGNS 

Location(s): All gateway locations:

•	 Wellington St. West at Island Park Drive
•	 Wellington St. West at Somerset Bridge
•	 Parkdale Ave. at the Queensway
•	 Holland Ave. at the Queensway
•	 Parkdale Ave. at Scott St.
•	 Holland Ave. at Scott.

Implementation Strategy: As with the marble fire hydrants, these 
gateway signs would be major pieces of public art. We recommend the 
WWBIA launch an open design competition for all gateways.  The WWBIA 
should establish a temporary design committee made up of local residents, 
merchants and potentially visitors.  The committee should be given the 
mandate to decide on all matters related to the gateway projects, subject to 
the WWBIA’s approval.  

To begin, the Design Committee should establish clear evaluation criteria 
and launch a public design competition to invite artists to submit detailed 
designs for one or all of the gateway signs. Submissions should be evaluated 
against these criteria in an open and transparent process and the winning 
proposal can be approved by the WWBIA Board.

Once a winning proposal has been selected, the WWBIA can begin the 
process of obtaining the permits necessary from relevant public agencies 
depending on location. Ottawa By-Law No. 2003 - 520 Section 16 governs 
community identification sign systems on City-owned rights of way:

“No person shall place a sign which is part a community identification 
sign system, a community information sign system, or a tourism-
oriented sign system, on a highway unless such a sign is placed for 
that person by the Deputy City Manager, at that person’s cost.”
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Therefore, the Deputy City Manager will need to be notified and permit the 
gateway sign.  The City contact for initiating this process is:

Chris Cope
Economic Development Officer
Economic Development and Innovation Department
City Manager’s Office
e-mail: Chris.Cope@ottawa.ca
tel: (613) 580-2424 ext. 28991 

When permits have been acquired, the chosen artist should receive a 
commission to build and install the sign(s).  Ideally, installation of the 
gateway signs should coincide with other gateway interventions to take 
advantage of economies of scale and to reduce any negative effects on traffic 
or surrounding businesses.

Phasing: The signs installed at the six potential gateway intersections will 
vary in size. The timeline for implementation is therefore variable.  However, 
the design, selection and permitting phases will remain relatively constant, 
with construction and installation being the variable factors.

Based on the schedule for the recent construction of Ottawa’s China Gate, 
installation of a major piece of public art of this stature could be completed 
in 6 months or less, with another 6 months required for the design 
competition and permitting.

Estimated Costs: Since this intervention can vary in size and scope it is 
difficult to estimate a specific cost.  However, the WWBIA can expect a 
small sign to cost approximately $10,000, whereas a large sign spanning 
multiple lanes can easily cost $100,000 or more.

Potential Funding: This intervention would be a prime candidate for the 
City of Ottawa’s Better Neighbourhood Program.  However, since the City 
of Ottawa may only be able to contribute a relatively small amount through 

 1. GATEWAYS 



this program, the WWBIA may also wish to consider applying to other 
sources of public funds, such as the Eastern Ontario Development Program 
or the Building Canada Fund - Large Urban Centres Component.

Potential Partners: City of Ottawa, Fed Dev, WWBIA members, Ministry 
of Transportation Ontario

Potential Revenue Sources: A gateway intervention would be a major 
attraction at any of the intersections highlighted above, and would 
help provide the public with an orientation toward Wellington West. 
These gateways would serve to draw in customers from surrounding 
neighbourhoods, thereby providing an overall boost to economic activities.

1.2 LIGHT PROJECTIONS

Location(s): The two gateways located at underpasses:

•	  Parkdale Ave. at the Queensway
•	  Holland Ave. at the Queensway.

Implementation Strategy: This intervention will require the approval of 
the Transportation Department of the City of Ottawa given that it deals 
with temporary alterations of major transportation infrastructures.

Upon obtaining the go-ahead, there are two options the WWBIA could 
choose from to create the projections. As in the case of gateway signs, the 
design committee established for gateway design could put forward a call 
for submission of potential projections and follow a process similar to the 
one outlined above to choose a winning entry. On the other hand, the 
committee could look at the portfolio of local graphic design companies 
and work with the one they find most suitable for this project. While the 
company will be responsible for providing the technical and aesthetic 
skills, it is important that the committee oversees the content and ensures 
consistency, as detailed in the Design Guidelines section of the General 
Design Strategy.
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Some of these projections could be permanent while others could take the 
form of temporary exhibits. For these temporary exhibits to succeed, while 
the committee is active, it needs to set up a system by means of which artists 
can submit their work to be added to the rotating display.
The infrastructure required for this project is fairly basic and can be installed 
while the design process is happening. Electrical supply to power the 
equipment should already exist for lighting in the underpasses. Also, some 
form of protective housing, for the equipment, will need to be designed and 
installed.

Phasing: The timeline for this project largely depends on the time it will 
take to create the projections. If done through the design competition 
process, it may take up to 6 months to choose a winning scheme and create 
it. This phase might take less time if commissioned to a graphic firm. As 
standard equipment will be used, obtaining and installing it should be fairly 
simple and not take longer than 2-3 months unless extending electrical 
supply to site is required. Once the system is installed, adding new artwork 
will be straightforward and can be remotely controlled off-site.

Estimated Costs: The cost of a media player, high-definition video 
projector and installation can come up to $ 50,000 for each location plus 
cost of graphic services.  However, maintenance and operation costs are 
expected to be minimal at several hundred dollars a year.

Potential Funding: This project would meet the criteria of “Creating 
Unique Communities” as required by the Better Neighbourhoods program 
run by the City of Ottawa and qualify for funding of up to $30,000. This, 
however, covers only a small proportion of the cost. Additional funds 
may be sought through the City’s Economic Development fund and local 
businesses which in return would get advertising space at prominent 
gateway locations.

Potential Partners: Local graphic design companies willing to contribute 
to visuals; artists that would like to make their work available for projections; 
museums willing to provide videos they have created on the history of the 



area; the City of Ottawa, the National Archives and the Ottawa Archives for 
historical images.

Potential Revenue Sources: Graphic design companies, artists and other 
businesses who contribute could be allowed to advertise alongside the 
visuals benefiting their businesses and others in Wellington West as more 
consumers frequent it. Also, improving the pedestrian environment at the 
two underpasses, the main thoroughfares between Wellington West and the 
communities to the south of Queensway, will serve to bring in increased 
traffic and business.

1.3 WALL ART

Location(s): Two intersections in particular stand out for this potential 
intervention:

•	  Parkdale Ave. and the Queensway;
•	  Holland Ave. and the Queensway.

Each of these intersections passes under the Queensway, creating an existing 
physical arch.  As a result, there are blank concrete walls facing oncoming 
traffic on the entrance to the underpass. Also, the walls along the underpass 
present an opportunity to display art.

In addition, one small dead-end alley would be ideal for street art. Located 
at 1091 Wellington Street, this alley could provide a very unique viewing 
area, where one simply walks in and out of an alley art gallery of sorts. It 
could be painted similar to The Quay Arts by MU in Montreal.

Implementation Strategy: This intervention may best be considered 
in conjunction with the gateway sign initiative.  As discussed above, the 
WWBIA may wish to assemble a group of community members to evaluate 
proposals received in an open design competition.  Once a design has been 
chosen, permits can be requested from the relevant jurisdictions, and a 
commission granted to the artist.
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Phasing: As discussed in the Gateway sign section above, the design 
competition can take up to 6 months, while the installation of wall art 
should be completed in a matter of days.

Estimated Costs: The average Paint it Up project in 2012 cost approximately 
$7000.  Furthermore, public pricing schemes for wall murals indicate that 
artists should charge approximately $35 per square foot, with a 20x12 foot 
mural costing just under $9000.  The WWBIA can therefore expect these 
underpass murals to cost under $10,000 each.

Potential Funding: The City of Ottawa’s Paint It Up! program and the 
WWBIA Art Reserve fund.

Potential Partners: Ottawa Urban Arts works with community 
associations to create murals geared towards community enhancement.

Potential Revenue Sources: While this intervention does not serve to 
directly generate revenue, it is a step towards creating a stronger identity 
for Wellington West and making it an inviting place to visit and linger in, 
particularly for pedestrians.

1.4 COLOURFUL PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALKS 

Location(s): The six gateway intersections noted above could benefit from 
increased attention to the pedestrian environment, as well as the following 
intersections:

•	 Wellington St. West and Parkdale Ave.
•	 Wellington St. West and Holland Ave.
•	 Wellington St. West and Rosemount

Implementation Strategy: Painting of pedestrian crosswalks is one of 
the City of Ottawa’s responsibilities under Road and Sidewalk Operations.  
Wellington West will have to work with Council to have these projects 
identified as priorities for funding. To do so, Wellington West may be 



required to perform a Transportation Plan to formally identify the risks 
and the benefits of alternative crosswalk painting.  On the other hand, 
Wellington West may also choose to proceed with painting key pedestrian 
crosswalks as a community art activity, as discussed below (Intersection 
Repair).

Phasing: Obtaining the necessary permits and performing the design may 
require several months. However, the work can be completed by the Road 
and Sidewalk Operations team in one day or in a weekend art event that 
would coincide with street closures and potentially with a street festival.

Estimated Costs: Costs include permits, labour and materials. A basic 
painting costs mere hundreds of dollars. (figure 52) However, advanced 
installations, including patterned materials, can cost upwards of $10,000 
per lane (figure 53).

Potential Funding: Since the City of Ottawa’s Road and Sidewalk Operations 
is responsible for painting crosswalks, the cost of conventional painting is 
part of the City’s operational budget.  It may be reasonable for the WWBIA to 
expect the City to cover the costs of alternative crosswalk painting as long as 
the chosen alternative generally coincides with transportation engineering 
guidelines.  However, creative alternative intersection painting may require 
outside sources of funding. This intervention is a good candidate for funding 
under the Better Neighbourhoods Program.  The WWBIA may also wish 
to invite local artists to adopt an intersection.  The chosen artist may then 
access grants through public art organizations such as the Enriched Bread 
Artists, SAW Gallery or even the National Arts Gallery.  This approach 
would also provide artists with a valuable marketing tool for their work.

Potential Partners: City of Ottawa Road and Sidewalk Operations, 
community art associations such as Enriched Bread Artists, Orange Gallery, 
SAW Gallery, the National Gallery of Canada and and local schools.

Potential Revenue Sources: Improvements to the pedestrian environment 
are not, strictly speaking, revenue-generating activities.  However, by 
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improving overall safety in Wellington West, and making the area more 
aesthetically pleasing, has the potential to make the area more appealing 
to residents, business owners and visitors alike.  An overall increase in 
pedestrian traffic can therefore be expected, which will bring additional 
revenue to merchants.

Figure 52: Basic crosswalk 
painting 

Figure 53: Advanced crosswalk 
painting 



2.1 MAP STATIONS

Location(s):  Wellington West would benefit from mapping stations, both 
in terms of business traffic but also in terms of increased use of public spaces. 
Off of Wellington Street West and at high traffic nodes, we recommend 
mapping stations that display the area and its various public spaces. Along 
Wellington Street West, we recommend the addition of businesses into 
the mapping stations. Figure 30 shows the possible locations of mapping 
stations. (see Figure 30 - Proposed Primary Interventions)

Implementation Strategy: There are two methods for implementing 
maps within Wellington West. The first is Wellington West buying the 
mapping stations and overseeing their operations and the second is through 
an advertising agency such as Astral Media.

The first option, and the one we recommend, is for Wellington West 
to take on the role of purchasing the mapping stations, installation, and 
maintenance. Individually, the units cost roughly $20,000. While very 
expensive, Wellington West would be able to control the businesses that 
are used for advertising. Wellington West could give discounts to local 
businesses, which would have more internal benefits to the area. In addition, 
costs could be recuperated through advertising revenue. We recommend 
the combination of a map of the area with a business map. Since Wellington 
West has over 400 businesses, not all of them will fit on the map. Therefore, 
business owners should be charged a fee if they want their business to be 
placed on the physical map. For users to access the full list, we recommend a 
QR code be added that links users to a mobile version of the full Wellington 
West directory - one that is easy to search (both by name and category of 
business) and may have features such as “businesses near you”.

The second option is to go through an advertising agency such as Astral 
Media or the Pattison Group. With this option, the advertising agency 
leases public space from the city for the station and provides information 
for residents. In return, the agency would then receive revenue from the 
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advertisements. If this option is chosen, we highly recommend in-depth 
negotiations to ensure that the community is benefiting from the agreement. 
For instance, Wellington West may be able to provide a caveat that 25% of 
all advertisements must be from local businesses. Additionally, consultation 
should occur to decide on the design and placement of the mapping station.

Phasing: The creation of the maps, recruitment of advertisements, 
production of station, and installation should take no longer than one year.

Potential Funding: Installing map stations in Wellington West is a critical 
investment. It will aid in creating a perception that Wellington West is one 
district with two neighbourhoods, as opposed to the current perception 
that Hintonburg and Wellington Village are very separate. Other than 
Wellington West itself, there is one main source of funding available. The 
Better Neighbourhoods Program gives support to neighbourhoods in the 
amount of $30,000. Business maps would fall under the category of “Pilot 
Projects” for funding, as they fall under “urban design measures to make 
business areas more attractive, pedestrian, and cycling-friendly” (Source: 
Better Neighbourhoods website).

Potential Partners: Local businesses would benefit from map stations, 
as it makes their business more visible. In addition, advertisements on the 
stations could and should be exploited by Wellington West businesses. 
Therefore, we believe the biggest partnership in map stations coming to 
fruition is with the local businesses.

Potential Revenue Sources: In addition to funding, these maps could 
also be source of revenue for Wellington West. Advertisements on the 
map stations could generate revenue that goes towards upkeep or other 
Wellington West projects. If advertisements are used, we recommend 
a lower price for Wellington West businesses, in an effort to encourage 
would-be consumers to stay and shop in the area.

 2. MAPS 



2.2 ART MAPS 

Location(s): Art maps are good for more central locations that already 
contain many wayfinding cues.  They can also be used to create distinct, 
unifying elements along the length of Wellington Street West.  In particular, 
we recommend placing them near bus stops in busier sections of the corridor, 
such as near Holland and Parkdale Avenues and the Hintonburg Community 
Centre.  Banners and utility boxes are ideally located to showcase art maps.

Implementation Strategy: The design of art maps should be open to the 
public, particularly the local arts community.  As with gateway signs, the 
WWBIA should designate a volunteer committee for overseeing the design 
selection and implementation of art maps.  Designs can be selected on a 
regular basis, such as once a year.  

Phasing: Several months should be given to the design and selection 
process.  Installation should take a matter of days.

Cost estimates: Utility boxes would provide suitable canvases with no 
installation costs.  Estimated cost of materials is about $100 per utility box.  
Placing art maps on banners would incur greater costs, including materials, 
printing, and installation.  Estimated cost is several hundred dollars.    

Potential Funding: Painting of utility boxes is eligible for Ottawa’s Paint 
It Up! program, which provides up to $50,000 for 5-10 projects a year.  Art 
maps are also eligible for funding from Ottawa’s Better Neighbourhood 
Program and the WWBIA.  Better Neighbourhood offers up to $30,000 
for small-scale, neighbourhood-driven projects.  The WWBIA has up to 
$20,000 in matching funds for street art.

Potential Partners: This intervention will greatly benefit from a partnership 
with local artist communities that can contribute meaningful, locally-
inspired art map designs.
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3.1 SIGNS 

Location(s): All standard road signs in the area should be redesigned to better 
reflect the distinct character of Wellington West, such as those found in the 
Byward Market.  We also recommend additional signage at the main transit stops 
and gateways in an effort to pull visitors in to Wellington West (i.e. at the Tunney’s 
Pasture transit stop, and the O-Train stop).  Parks and green space should also 
have improved signage that better directs people to them.  Furthermore, signage 
to Wellington West at select locations within Byron Park should help awareness 
and visibility of Wellington West.  Finally, we recommend improvements to the 
lamp post banners.

Signage on the Queensway, such as those for Chinatown and Little Italy, would 
greatly improve visibility and awareness for Wellington West.  However, such 
signage is under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and 
Sport as part of their Tourism-Oriented Directional Signs (TODS) program.  
Unfortunately, the TODS require communities to have a certain level of ethnic 
population and ethnic-ownership businesses, which Wellington West likely does 
not meet.  More information can be found at: http://www.mtc.gov.on.ca/en/
tourism/tods.shtml.

Implementation Strategy: Redesigned road signs would need to be approved 
and provided by the City.  Wellington West will need to first demonstrate that the 
City will benefit from Wellington West having its own unique street signs.
Ottawa By-Law No. 2003 - 520 Section 16 governs community identification 
sign systems on City-owned rights of way:

“No person shall place a sign which is part a community identification 
sign system, a community information sign system, or a tourism-oriented 
sign system, on a highway unless such a sign is placed for that person by 
the Deputy City Manager, at that person’s cost.”

Therefore, the Deputy City Manager will need to be notified and permit such 
signage.  The City contact for initiating this process is:
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Chris Cope
Economic Development Officer
Economic Development and Innovation Department
City Manager’s Office
e-mail: Chris.Cope@ottawa.ca
tel: (613) 580-2424 ext. 28991

Permits for additional signage fall under the Right-of-Way By-laws, Permits 
and Inspections Unit, who are tasked to deal with applications for signs on City 
streets. The City contact is:

Ms. Sarah Stephenson
Permits and Inspections Unit
e-mail: sarah.stephenson@ottawa.ca
tel: (613) 580-2424 ext. 15766

The costs and installation of better park signage may be covered by the City’s 
Parks Department.  They are currently in the process of improving park signage 
throughout the City as funds become available.  The City has been notified 
regarding the parks in Wellington West and they have recently replied with a 
confirmation that on-site signage for those parks have already been upgraded.  
Wayfinding signage for these parks (on Wellington Street West) may be a 
possibility, but unlikely due to their small size, low use volumes, and the difficult 
process involved in adding signage to main right-of-ways.  We recommend that 
visibility of the local parks be strengthened by highlighting their locations at map 
stations.  If the BIA would like to pursue better wayfinding signage for parks, the 
main City contact to discuss the matter with is:

Kevin Wherry
Planner III
Parks, Recreation and Culture Department
Recreation Planning & Facility Development
tel: (613) 580-2424 ext. 24350

  3. SIGNAGE 



Pending approval from the City, the graphic design of road signs and banners 
can be part of the aforementioned design competition.

Phasing: Permits and coordinating with the City may take several months.  
Material acquisition and installation may take another couple of months.

Cost estimates: Road signs and park signage should be provided and installed 
by the City.  Additional signage on City-owned rights of way is estimated at $100 
per sign, plus installation costs.  Banners are estimated at $200 each (for existing 
banner posts).  

Potential Funding: Signage would be eligible for funding from the Better 
Neighbourhood Program.

Potential Partners: The City of Ottawa may be of use in installing better signage 
in the public spaces such as parks. Local artists could be called upon to create an 
identifying design for the banners that would separate Wellington West from 
Westboro Village.

Potential Revenue Sources: Properly located signage can effectively increase 
visibility and awareness of an area and, consequently, direct more business traffic 
into an area. 

3.2 INTERSECTION PAINTING 

Location(s): We have identified several intersections alone Wellington Street 
West for intersection repair:

•	 Holland Avenue
•	 Parkdale Avenue
•	 Rosemont Avenue
•	 Merton Avenue

Several key informants discussed the issue of Rosemont’s dogleg as being a 
dangerous intersection due to the location of a school and library that attract 
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children and older adults. Intersection painting at such locations would be 
beneficial to traffic calming.

Implementation Strategy: The biggest difficulties lie within the preparation 
of the intersection painting. For instance, the major barrier is getting permission 
from the City. Once that is obtained, consensus must be reached by all 
stakeholders regarding the design. On the day of the painting, the design should 
first be drawn in chalk with the colours of each section clearly identifiable, so that 
anyone can join in on the painting. Not only is it a method of traffic calming and 
beautification, but it is also a healthy way to bring an entire community together.

Phasing: Intersection painting could take place during an arts festival in which 
the street is temporarily closed. Even if there is no festival, a temporary street 
closure is needed to paint an intersection. The design process and preparation 
would take a few months. However, the painting would take just one weekend.

Estimated Costs: Intersection painting is not a costly intervention. In fact, 
the most costly component is the paint itself, which could be donated by local 
organizations or would cost approximately $500.

Potential Funding: There are a number of funding programs that can be used 
for street art in Wellington West. The first is the Paint it Up! program, which 
is a partnership between the City and the Ottawa Police Services to prevent 
graffiti through the 4E model of “Eradication, Empowerment, Education and 
Enforcement”. In addition, it attempts to engage neighbourhoods and youth into a 
creative process to create murals and prevent graffiti. The program is administered 
through Crime Prevention Ottawa and funded by the City, which gives $50,000 
for 5-10 projects (this is only the second year). Locations can include buildings 
(with property owner consent), schools, or City of Ottawa owned infrastructure.

The second funding source is from the Better Neighbourhoods Program, which 
as previously mentioned has up to $30,000 in funding for neighbourhoods. 
Street art would fall under the “Stock Projects” category, which “include[s] bike-
share programs, local food markets, and painted murals on local roads” (Better 
Neighbourhoods website).



Finally, Wellington West itself has some money set aside for street art: there is 
$20,000 in matching funds available if $20,000 can be found from another source.

Potential Partners: The arts community is the biggest partner for this 
intervention, as they would be the ones creating the art. The second potential 
partner is that of businesses, as they would need to be willing to contribute to a 
street festival. In addition, businesses should be given the option to “sponsor” a 
piece of art: in exchange for a monetary contribution to cover the costs, businesses 
would get their name beside the art.

3.3 UTILITY BOXES

Location(s): All utility boxes in the area, particularly those located in high 
traffic areas, such as along Wellington Street West, Holland Avenue and Parkdale 
Avenue.

Implementation Strategy: One barrier is getting permission from the owner 
of the utility box. However, we do not foresee this as a major barrier, because 
there are precedents in Ottawa through the Paint It Up! program where Bell has 
not only allowed the painting of their utility boxes, but at times have provided 
the funding. The design should follow the Design Guidelines presented in the 
General Design Strategy. We recommend either art maps or a simple solid 
colour, such as Wellington West’s colour of orange.

Phasing: Similar to intersection painting, painting of the utility boxes could take 
place during an arts festival. This would allow local artists to showcase their work 
whilst they are painting the boxes.

Estimated Costs: Like intersection painting, painting utility boxes is not costly. 
In fact, the most costly component is the paint itself, which could be donated by 
local organizations or would cost less than $200.

Potential Funding: There are a number of funding programs that can be 
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used for street art in Wellington West. The first is the Paint it Up! program. The 
program is administered through Crime Prevention Ottawa and funded by 
the City, which gives $50,000 for 5-10 projects (this is only the second year). 
Locations can include buildings (with property owner consent), schools, or City 
of Ottawa owned infrastructure. In the past, Paint it Up! has also sponsored the 
painting of utility boxes.

Finally, Wellington West itself has some money set aside for street art: there is 
$20,000 in matching funds available if $20,000 can be found from another source.

Potential Partners: The arts community is the biggest partner for this 
intervention, as they would be the ones creating the art. The second potential 
partner is that of businesses, as they would need to be willing to contribute to 
a street festival. In addition, businesses should be given the option to “sponsor” 
a piece of art: in exchange for a monetary contribution to cover the costs, 
businesses would get their name beside the art. Finally, partnering with the 
owners of the utility boxes, such as Bell Canada, is crucial, as not only is their 
permission needed but they can also be a potential funding source.
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Figure 54:  Funding Table 

NAME SOURCE DESCRIPTION AMOUNT TERM APPLICATION
DEADLINE

ELIGIBLE
INTERVENTIONS

Better Neighbourhood
Program

City of Ottawa Supports small-scale community-
driven projects at the
neighbourhood-level for creative
solutions for making
neighbourhoods more livable,
vibrant, healthy and beautiful.

Up to $30,000 One year November 27, 2012 All proposed
interventions

Paint It Up! City of Ottawa
Crime Prevention Ottawa

To prevent graffiti through the 4E
model of “Eradication,
Empowerment, Education and
Enforcement”; attempts to engage
neighbourhoods and youth into a
creative process to create murals
and prevent graffiti. Must include a
strong component of youth
engagement.

Up to $50,000
for 5-10
projects

One year Spring 2013 Wall art
Art maps

Intersection painting
Utility boxes

Wellington West Reserve
Fund

Wellington West Business
Improvement Area

A portion of funds is set aside
specifically for street art projects.

Match up to
$20,000

As Required - Gateway Signs
Wall art

Art maps
Intersection painting

Utility boxes
Road and Sidewalk
Operations

City of Ottawa The City may possibly cover some
or all costs of signage - materials
and installation - for public parks,
as well as standard painting of
crosswalks.

TBC TBC - Signs
Colourful pedestrian

crosswalks

Local Art Galleries SAW
Orange Gallery
Enriched Bread Artists
National Gallery of Art

Local galleries may have reserve
funds to support aspiring artists.

$10000 As Required - Gateway Signs
Wall art

Art maps
Intersection painting

Utility boxes
Community Program The Trillium Foundation Provincial funding agency that

supports projects that help build
healthy and vibrant communities

Up to $375,000 3 years - All proposed
interventions

Building Canada Fund
(Large Urban Centres
Component)

Federal Government of
Canada

Federal funding for projects in
communities larger than 100,000
people

Over
$1,000,000

End of 2014 - All proposed
interventions

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
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ITEM
MONTH

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Application for permits
Design Competition
Call for proposals
Review of proposals
Winner awarded
Materials acquisition/Fabrication
Light Projectors
Signs
Paint
Gateway signs
Map stations
Installation
Light Projectors
Colourful pedestrian crosswalk
Art maps
Signs
Intersection painting
Utility box painting
Map stations
Gateway signs

SUMMARY OF PHASING

Figure 55:  Phasing Chart 



SOCIAL MEDIA

Implementation Strategy: Implementation of these interventions is relatively 
easy. Many BIA’s already organize competitions in an effort to gain business 
traffic, and all of these could be used as precedents. The one intervention that 
may require some coordination is to create gift certificates that can be used at all 
businesses within Wellington West. The creation of this type of gift certificate 
would not only be beneficial for competitions, but also in general, as people 
could buy gift certificates for a whole area, rather than a single store. These 
types of gift certificates already exist at shopping malls, which we recommend 
using for ideas of precedents.

TEMPORARY PEDESTRIAN ZONES 

Location(s): Successful precedents usually close only one to three short city 
blocks. An ideal location for Wellington West would be on Wellington Street 
West from Holland Avenue to Hamilton Avenue or from Fairmont Avenue to 
Irving Avenue. These two sections contain a good density of restaurants, cafes 
and a theatre (at Holland Avenue) for facilitating a lively pedestrian zone.

Implementation Strategy: Temporary street closures require coordination 
with local transportation and law enforcement authorities. Closures should also 
be organized in conjunction with other temporary uses, such as parklets, street 
food vendors, street art and outdoor performance space that will profit from 
and contribute to the extended public realm. These types of closures usually 
occur either once a week (generally on Sundays), or remain for several months 
(generally for summer). The final details of this intervention will depend upon 
various factors, such as security concerns, projected levels of use, as well as local 
stakeholder feedback. The schedule for implementation will depend on the 
time required for City approval as well as the specific programming planned 
for the closures. Early rough estimations of phasing places completion within 
one year of project launch. The costs for a temporary street closure should be 
minimal as it will be facilitated by traffic control personnel and simple road 
barricade structures supplied by the City. Some costs will be involved with 

[ 4.2 SECONDARY ELEMENTS IMPLEMENTATION ]
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marketing and programming. Early cost estimates are under $1000. Potential 
partners include the City of Ottawa Transportation Department, Ottawa 
Police Service, Neighbourhood Connection Office (which facilitates the 
Better Neighbourhoods Program), local business owners, local communities/
organizations (particularly, in arts and urban agriculture) interested in using the 
extended public space. San Francisco’s Sunday Streets program has increased 
business traffic both during and after the street closures.

SIDEWALK PATIOS 

Location(s): The main street of Wellington Street West is best suited for 
sidewalk patios as it has the widest sidewalks, a high number of eateries, and 
the most pedestrian traffic.

Implementation Strategy: Business owners along Wellington Street West 
can be encouraged to implement sidewalk patios by informing them of the 
benefits, as well as procedure for implementation, particularly with respect 
to the application process.  Information and resources to help facilitate this 
process should be made available to any interested business owners.  If possible, 
the BIA should consider funding a subsidy program to help encourage 
implementation, especially for smaller businesses. 

Wellington Street West is wide in enough along its length to accommodate 
simple cafe seating as outlined by the City - that is, two tables with two chairs 
against the wall of a building.  Seating must preserve a minimum unencumbered 
sidewalk width of 1.8 metres.  Application and permit fees are about $200.  
Larger, raised patios are significantly more costly and the permitting process 
is lengthier and more complex.  However, these would be a viable option for 
larger establishments and should still be considered for their higher capacity for 
better seating and other amenities.  More information can be obtained through:

Right of Way Office
100 Constellation Drive, 6 East
tel: (613) 580-2424, ext. 16000



EDIBLE LANDSCAPES 

Location(s): The edible plants (fruits, vegetables, nuts, and herbs) would 
replace ornamental plants, and would be planted alongside the sidewalk, 
especially in front of restaurants who agree to maintain the planters in 
exchange for the use of the plants. We envision the open space  in front of 
the Bethany Hope centre to hold planter boxes that would be open to the 
public or to specific community groups that have an agreement with the the 
city for the harvest as well as their maintenance.

Implementation Strategy: SLOWest is a grassroots community network 
in the west end of Ottawa exploring how to live in an environmentally 
sustainable, socially just and spiritually fulfilling way. GrowSLOW Gardens 
is one of their projects aimed to pair up gardeners with backyards in Ottawa 
West. They are always looking to expand this program, and would be ideal 
leaders, with their large following of active volunteers, for any greenery 
upkeeping initiative that involves edible planters and gardening. The 
WWBIA could work together with the GrowSLOW Gardens participants  at 
SLOWest to actively promote edible landscaping to  businesses, households, 
and institutions. Over time, we suggest establishing formal partnerships 
between the City and interested groups to develop planting options, 
maintenance and harvesting strategies, as well as food allocation protocols.

BIKE CORRALS/SEATING 

Location(s): There is already a bike corral designated to the social enterprise 
“Right Bike” in the parking spot in front of Cyclelogic . We suggest that 
regular bike corrals also be implemented instead of the parking spots in 
front of the Fresh Air Experience and the Collected Works Bookstore, both 
ideal locations. As for seating, here are a few general rules;

•	 Seating should be located under trees where possible to provide 
shade and comfort

•	 Where space allows, benches can be built into planters or around 
them
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•	 Where sidewalk width permits, seating should be perpendicular 
to the curb

•	 On bulb-outs and curb extensions, as mentioned, seating should 
be organized to create social spaces.

Implementation Strategy: These improvements can often be applied for 
by business owners or individual property owners. Bike corrals require a 
permit and  since city maintenance workers  are not able to sweep by hand, 
bike corrals are only usually installed in locations where someone agrees 
to keep the area clean (employees, business owner,  resident,  organization, 
neighborhood group, etc).



plaYce strongly recommends that a traffic study and improvement plan be 
carried out for the area of Wellington West. Traffic issues of congestion, 
safety, noise and pollution were among the chief concerns of local 
stakeholders.  Also, these concerns were most prevalent in areas that were 
identified as less desirable and may be a major contributing factor to the 
unattractiveness or low usage of an area. We recommend the use of urban 
planning students from McGill to conduct this in-depth study, as McGill’s 
School of Urban Planning has both a specialization in transportation and a 
studio where students take on a real world “client”.

Several interventions proposed above, such as painting crosswalks and 
improving bike routes, would greatly benefit from a detailed traffic study 
of the area, which would help to identify problem areas and support future 
applications for funding.  Transportation is a key concern in Wellington 
West.  Current levels of congestion have proven to be a nuisance, safety 
hazard and deterrent to more pedestrian and cycling activity, especially for 
families with young children.  Community feedback have shown that active 
modes of transportation is a priority for Wellington West, which currently 
has some of the highest modal shares for walking, cycling and transit-
use in the City.  Therefore, we feel that a traffic study will be a necessary 
component for improving the active transportation environment and the 
general quality of life in Wellington West. 

FUTURE WORK
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This Public Space Enhancement Plan for Wellington West represents the 
culmination of several months work by the plaYce team to produce a 
comprehensive report on how Wellington West can:

•	     Increase levels of use of public spaces
•	     Improve distribution of activity throughout Wellington West
•	     Facilitate longer, multi-destination visits

Based on preliminary analysis, primary research, and consultation with the 
local community, it establishes a General Design Strategy that calls for a 
strong network of public spaces facilitated first and foremost by gateways 
and wayfinding devices.  Ranked by priority, the strategy establishes sets 
of design elements that will improve flow throughout the network by 
connecting residents and visitors with important nodes within Wellington 
West and underutilized or undiscovered areas with great potential to be 
reactivated.

The primary design elements of gateways, maps, and signage, are followed by 
secondary elements designed to attract people to strategic areas by creating 
richer public spaces.  These elements include temporary pedestrian zones, 
corner bulb-out parklets, edible landscaping, bike corrals, and creative 
seating.  Finally, tertiary elements highlight further improvements which 
can be made to the quality of street life such as truck route enforcement, 
public smoking regulations awareness, a façade revitalization program, 
enhanced bike maps, and mobile eatery pods.

The detailed implementation plan which is a central part of this report is 
provided by plaYce as an aid for the WWBIA.  The implementation plan 
will help the WWBIA to prepare for the steps that are needed to implement 
the primary design element interventions.   Estimated costs for each 
intervention, potential funding sources, and project phasing, have been 
outlined for the WWBIA so that it can take action to implement these 
interventions as quickly as possible.  

CONCLUSION
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Special care has been taken throughout the Public Space Enhancement 
Plan to ensure that the WWBIA’s mandate is clearly laid out and respected.  
While the PSEP seeks to strengthen Wellington West with an easily 
navigable network of spaces, the Wellington West designation is not meant 
to overshadow the rich and distinct characters of the neighbourhoods of 
Wellington Village and Hintonburg.  Instead, the envisioned strategy of 
creating a better network of cohesive public spaces has been undertaken 
with the goal of championing Wellington Street West as strong and 
successful commercial corridor that unifies the neighbourhoods that share 
its streetlife.  It is this vision of Wellington Street West which we hope 
will position Wellington West to as a leading destination for visitors from 
Ottawa and beyond.
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Introduction
A design charrette for Wellington West was held on October 23, 2012, 
at the Hintonburg Community Centre.  The event brought together local 
business- and property-owners, employees, residents, and visitors so 
that they could share their vision for the future of Wellington West. The 
charrette provided fresh insight into how street-life can be enhanced 
with numerous suggestions for place-making that would highlight Wel-
lington West’s rich character as a destination for shoppers and visitors.

In order to engage both casual passersby and more-involved members 
of the community, quick introductory activities were run under a tent 
on the street while more in-depth interactive planning and brainstorm-
ing sessions were held inside the building. In our positions as external 
consultants, plaYce team members helped guide the sessions, as well as 
record our experiences and observations. From start to finish, the char-
rette ran for three hours - from 5 pm to 8 pm.

As the charrette began at 5 pm on a Tuesday, much of the initial traffic 
was from individuals on their way home from work. These initial partici-
pants were later joined by both those who had made time in their eve-
nings to come specifically to the event, as well as passersby and commu-
nity-members who were planning to attend a community consultation 
next door on Tunney’s Pasture, which was organized by MP Paul Dewar. 
Overall, we had over 100 people stop by at our outside station, and 32 
people participate in our indoor stations.

Documentation
To document the activities of the charrette, the plaYce team was orga-
nized so that each team member took on the role of animator for a sta-
tion. This activity required animators to explain the task of each station to 
participants and take notes on any comments from the participants.The 

APPENDIX A_DESIGN CHARRETTE REPORT
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actual charrette materials, such as the activity maps and scratch-paper 
that participants made use of in the interactive planning and brainstorm-
ing sessions, also served as primary records of participant feedback.

From time to time, the animator of the Mental Mapping Station would 
act as photographer in order for us to have photographic records of the 
event.

Station 1: Dot Mapping (On the Street)
To draw in as many informal participants as possible from the street, the 
tent was set up to be welcoming and inviting.  To catch the attention 
of passersby, bright orange balloons were attached to the tent and to 
the welcome table, and a sign reading “Free Hot Chocolate” was easily 
readable.

The welcome table was set up as a place for people to get refresh-
ments (i.e. hot chocolate and cookies) while informally chatting with the 
plaYce team members on the street who shared more information about 
the activities inside.  There was a strong positive reaction to plaYce’s 
street presence and friendly smiles and many individuals were interested 
enough to be drawn inside.

Those who only wanted to chat for a bit, or who were in more of a rush, 
were encouragely to take a few seconds to place green or red dot stick-
ers on a large map of West Wellington indicating areas which they felt 
were strengths or weaknesses.

Results
The dot map exercise shows that certain patterns can emerge from a 
quick and simple activity. Parks and green space were predominantly 
favoured by respondents, particularly Parkdale and Hintonburg Park, 



which were close to Wellington Street West and easy to access.  Many 
respondents also took pride in identifying their streets or their favourite 
local businesses as features of the neighbourhood which they thought 
were strong assets. The corridor from Rosemount to Irving Avenue re-
ceived many green dots. The Parkdale Market and Park, Rosemount Li-
brary and Hintonburg Community Centre also emerged as hotspots.

Areas which could use improvement were also reinforced in a similar 
manner: cyclists gave a very clear message that they found Gladstone 
to be too narrow or dangerous at certain intersections, many people 
wanted better access to the O-Train stop including steps behind the Tom 
Brown Arena. There was also dislike expressed for the intersections at 
Holland and Park Avenue, and the area around Somerset Park.

Station 2: Mental Mapping
Mental maps first gained popularity through Kevin Lynch, who used the 
maps to have participants define how they use and perceive the built 
environment. It was a simple methodology, in which participants would 
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draw their own maps from memory based on routes through their 
neighbourhood or city. In this station, we conducted a similar exercise; 
the purpose of which was to observe how people use and perceive Wel-
lington West. In essence, it was a method of researching the successes, 
failures, and opportunities of wayfinding in the area. Major elements that 
we looked for were recurring landmarks and if people viewed Wellington 
West as having a single identity.

To begin, we gave participants this short description of the exercise:

“Draw a map of what you consider to be the area of Wel-
lington West. Make sure to indicate where you live and 
how you get here, along with many other relevant land-
marks for you. Label the general location of the map clear-
ly. Take five minutes to prepare your mental map. Do not wor-
ry if the map does not coincide with a “real” cartographic map.”

Next, participants were given a five-minute time limit to complete a 
mental map of Wellington West on an 8 ½ x 11 blank sheet of paper. 
Participants were also asked to identify as either a resident, business 
owner, employee, or visitor (participants could also choose more than 
one option). We compiled and analyzed all the mental maps.

Results
After conducting a mental mapping exercise with 20 participants, a 
number of trends became apparent. The biggest trend amongst par-
ticipants was their perception of “Wellington West” in general. Whilst 
the vast majority of participants noted the rail/Somerset Bridge as the 
eastern boundary of Wellington West, only 25% drew Island Park as the 
western boundary. Similarly, the majority of landmarks drawn were with-
in Hintonburg (i.e. Saint Francis d’Assisse, Hintoburg Community Center, 
Suzie Q, the library) as opposed to within Wellington Village (i.e. the 

Figure 1: Dot map from the tent station



Great Canadian Theatre Company). In fact, most participants’ mental 
maps terminated on the west at either Parkdale or Holland. This displays 
a perception that Wellington Village is not a part of Wellington West.

Parkdale Park/Market was the public space that was drawn the most, 
showing up on 55% of maps, followed by Somerset Square on 30% of 
maps. When labelling Somerset Square, a number of participants noted 
that it was an underutilized space. Additionally, very few respondents 
acknowledged Hintonburg Park (15%) and McCormick Park (5%). This 
finding should aid us in deciding which specific public space to focus on 
for in-depth interventions.

Overall, we found mental mapping to be a useful exercise and a suc-
cessful station at our public engagement. Generally, it was the first sta-
tion people participated in, which stimulated participants’ creativity for 
the rest of the design workshop. In addition, it gave us useful insight into 
the perceptions of Wellington West, and what areas may be in need of 
improvement.
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Station 3: Gateways

Gateways are place-making devices with many uses and meanings, and 
they come in different shapes and sizes. The simplest way of defining 
a gateway is as a passageway through which people and merchandise 
can pass.  Gateways can also carry historical meaning for some people, 
such as the entrances to fortified walls around medieval cities. These 
gateways have been the site of historical events, such as the arrival of 
dignitaries at the Gateway of India. Gateways are also nodal points in the 
international transportation system; places of commerce where goods 
are traded, shipped and transported along major corridors. Finally, a 
gateway is a community’s symbolic means of connection that also high-
lights the community’s distinct character.

There are several points of entry to Wellington West that connect this 
corridor to the rest of Ottawa’s urban fabric: Somerset bridge connects 
Wellington West with Little Italy and Chinatown; Island Park is the junc-
tion with Westboro Village and a connection to Gatineau; the under-

Figure 2: Gateway Station



passes at Holland and Parkdale bring traffic in from all points south of 
the city, and Holland Cross is at a major transit hub that brings in traffic 
from the east and the west.

Each of these entry points has tremendous strategic potential, which is 
underutilized. People pass through Wellington West without being fully 
aware of the fact they’ve entered a unique part of the city. The creation 
of gateways to Wellington West would highlight the corridor’s connec-
tivity with the rest of the city, while also signalling its uniqueness in space 
by reinforcing a distinct identity.

At this station, a conceptual map was used to highlight the entry points 
mentioned above, with accompanying photographs of each area to help 
participants locate themselves in the space. In addition, a digital flipbook 
was provided beside the conceptual map, which presented a slideshow 
containing a wide variety of photos of key architectural styles that were 
suggestive of relevant design. Participants were encouraged to choose 
one of the highlighted intersections and to draw their own concept of 
a gateway using tracing paper over printed images of the intersection 
chosen. The results of each participant’s intervention were posted on the 
wall to provide additional inspiration to participants.

Results
The following list is a summary of the submissions produced by partic-
ipants at the Gateway station, with a total of 26 separate improvement 
proposals. It appears that the intersection people saw as the most press-
ing in terms of needing enhancement were the two underpasses at the 
Queensway followed closely by the Somerset Bridge and Island Park/
Wellington West.

Holland/ Queensway: 7
Parkdale/ Queensway: 7
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Somerset Bridge: 5
Island Park/ Wellington West: 4
Parkdale/ Scott: 2
Holland/ Scott: 1

We reviewed all of the drawings produced by participants and extract-
ed recurring themes. With consideration of verbal comments that were 
noted down during the evening, as well as the volume of people who 
intervened at the two underpasses on Holland/ Queensway and Park-
dale/ Queensway, we feel the results from these nodes give a good 
overview of the basic interventions the community would like to see.  
These include:

• Signage to notify people that they are entering or leaving Wel-
lington West as they pass through the underpasses;

• Bright coloured murals, graffiti, art, and signs that cover up 
what many referred to as the “ugly” sound barrier and the bare 
concrete walls. Since the arch of the underpass already pro-
vides the structure for a gateway, people felt that adding mem-
orable elements to it would be very effective. Others suggested 
more elaborate interventions such as changing photo displays 
and the possibility of relating displays to the debut of Edison’s 
Vitascope projected film marvel in Canada, in 1896, at Hinton-
burg’s West End Park;

• Basic aesthetic improvements such as adding planters, stepped 
planting and greenery to medians, benches and lights; and,

• Practical and safety improvements such as proper drainage in 
the underpasses, wider sidewalks, coloured crosswalks, bike 
lanes, and any other safety measures that narrow the street 
and slow the traffic down.



Participants also mentioned a range of possible interventions for other 
intersections, including:

• Adding archways at other major entry points - many people 
felt that Somerset Bridge, in particular, should be highlighted 
as a gateway and as a prominent entry point from downtown;

• Paintings that reinforce elements along the street;
• Adding sculptural art pieces and unique light fixtures;
• Creating a consistent theme across the entire corridor, for      ex-

ample by painting all the light poles a common colour and add-
ing art to them, adding banners that change with the     seasons 
and installing maps with key landmarks; and,

• Making use of older buildings and the history of the area to 

highlight its unique character.

Very few people submitted comments about Holland/Scott requiring 
improvement as a key gateway. Based on the verbal input received at 
this station, it appears that residents are predominantly concerned with 
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functional issues at this intersection, such as increasing safety for pe-
destrians and cyclists, decreasing the conflict between left-turning traffic 
and on-coming cars, and adding greenery.

While the design improvements proposed were specific to an intersec-
tion, they are general enough that they could be introduced across the 
entire Wellington West area.  For example, a consistent treatment of 
pedestrian crosswalks could provide a coherent look and feel to all of 
the major intersections, which will provide a visual unity at the Business 
Improvement Area level.

Station 4: Spacemaking
Borders drawn on a map don’t make neighbourhoods, it is a sense of 
place that defines them. But what makes a place a neighbourhood? How 
can we give our sidewalks and public spaces a personality?

Many factors contribute to sense of place, such as a neighbourhood’s 
distinctive spirit and identity, its unique streetscape, interesting places to 
sit down, a well-established green space network, and public art. While 
it is helpful to draw inspiration from the best practices developed and 
tested elsewhere, it is also important that public spaces reflect the values 
of a neighbourhood’s users and that the measures used to achieve this 
are suited to the specific context of that neighbourhood.

The objective of the streetscape activity is to understand the needs and 
aspirations, regarding public space, of the people who live, work and 
play in Wellington West.

At this station, six boards representing major space elements were set 
out on a table: greenery, seating, wayfinding, public art, shelters, and 
spaces. These boards explained the function and benefit of each ele-
ment, along with a collage of images referring to relevant precedents 

Figure 3: Example of recommendation for a gateway



and ideas. Participants were asked to draw or write their ideas on each 
board to describe the qualities and amenities they wish to see in the 
public realm of Wellington West. In addition, participants were then 
asked to place colour coded post-its representing the different street-
scape elements on a large-scale wall map to communicate where they 
wish to see their ideas along Wellington West.

Results
The Spacemaking Station at the Wellington West Community Design 
Workshop enabled participants to share ideas and discuss design solu-
tions while interacting with the different boards, map, station animator 
and other participants. The following are the ideas that were expressed 
on the boards, as well as a digital replication of the wall map on which 
participants demonstrated the exact location for their ideas.

Of all the streetscape elements, Signage caught the most interest, specif-
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ically with the ideas of business maps and mini information stations. Par-
ticipants also felt there was a lack of wayfinding to the neighbourhood. 
The ideas discussed on the Greening board focused on the planting of 
edible plants and public gardens; there was a strong desire for urban 
agriculture. The Art board was the third most popular with the prevalent 
idea that community pride could be enhanced with “art by locals for 
locals”. Many participants expressed the idea of creating art on the side-
walks and streets, to give the neighbourhood a more distinct identity. 
Wall murals and art in the underpasses were also recurring suggestions. 
In terms of Seating, participants expressed a desire for more adjustable 
seating and more seating designed for seniors. There seemed to be a 
need for more seating near aesthetically pleasing views and landmarks, 
such as the Saint Francois d’Assise church. Participants liked the idea of 
creating space for seating in underused parking lots, or by taking over 
certain on-street parking spots. Finally, the Shelter board was almost ex-
clusively dedicated to the idea of bus shelters, specific sites are labelled 
on the map below.

Participants were given the option to express additional ideas on the 
Others board. Food stands were proposed as well as temporary patios 
on the street (instead of the on-street parking). There was a strong de-
sire for more bike paths, particularly North-South oriented as well as a 
demand for performance space. Many participants also expressed the 
need for more dog amenities such as doggy bag stations and dog parks.

In addition to the written comments and ideas at the Spacemaking Sta-
tion, several participants stated verbally that there needed to be a public 
space component in all new development projects and that those de-
velopments needed to remain at human scale in order for the streets-
cape to remain vibrant. Several participants criticized that existing public 
space was being underused due to the air pollution from the on-going 
traffic on Wellington West Street and the people smoking in public areas.

Figure 4: Map at Spacemaking Station



Evaluation Board
In order to gauge the effectiveness of 
the activities which we had arranged, 
plaYce team-members were proac-
tive in making sure that participants 
felt they had given the full-extent of 
input the wanted to share.  This was 
facilitated with a quick and simple exit 
survey which allowed participants to 
note their degree of satisfaction with 
various aspects of the community de-
sign workshop.

According to our evaluation board, 
our event was a success. We take pride in the fact that every single par-
ticipant believed that their opinion was heard. In addition, every station 
came in with an average score of above “Good”.

Conclusion
While we consider this event a success, we also have two main recom-
mendations for future community design workshops. First, situate the 
workshop in a more central location, which will provide for more poten-
tial participants that experience both Wellington Village and Hintonburg, 
and not just the latter. Second, we found that at the busiest times in our 
indoor stations all facilitators were busy and some participants may have 
been left alone for a short period. The solution to this problem would be 
to locate in a bigger space, and to have a greater number of facilitators.

Overall, we believe the community design workshop was a great suc-
cess. With over 100 walk-by participants and 32 in-depth participants, 
we received a variety participants representing a number of community 
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stakeholders. The results and data that came out of our workshop will 
prove to be extremely useful in the final stretch of our Public Spaces 
Enhancement Plan, in particular with choosing a specific site for our 
detailed design plan.

Figure 28:  Evaluation Board
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 APPENDIX B_FIGURES AND CHARTS 

Kitchener BIA Enhancement Plan
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Interviewer Date

Respondent    Owner    Employee    Visitor    Resident
 Sex:  F / M Age:  Y / A / S  Years in area: _______

What are your general thoughts on WWBIA?

What are your impressions of street life in WWBIA?

What are your thoughts on the local:

Given the current situation, what do you think WWBIA would be like in 5-10 years?  What would you like to see for the future of WWBIA?

Would you be interested in participating in discussions on how to shape the future of the area?
Contact Information Other Comments

Prediction Vision

Safety

Opinion of:

Identity Public Spaces Greening

Idea for:

Opinion of:

Peak/Off Seasons/Times Clientele Popular Activities/Events

Concerns

specific site?

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities

WWBIA Interview

Activities/Events Transportation

Idea for:



plaYce Interview Questions
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COMMUNITY VISION SURVEY
The urban design team, plaYce, 
from McGill University is preparing a 
Public Spaces Enhancement Plan to 
increase animation and livability in 
Wellington West.  

As part of this effort, they would like 
to hear from the people that use this 
area the most - you!

For a paper copy 
visit the Hintonburg 
Community Centre

Please take 
5 minutes to fill out 
the survey available 

@
www.playce.ca

plaYce Flyer



IMAGINATIVE . ENGAGING . DYNAMIC

Suite 417 | 815 Sherbrooke Street West
Montréal, QC | H3A 0C2

e | contact@playce.ca 
p | 613- 899- 5816
w | www.playce.ca


